"REFEREEING THE GLADIATORS" by VAL PAOLI (AUSTRALIA)

THE WHOLE WORLD is looking "For THEN shall be GREAT TRIBULATION, such as WAS NOT since the beginning of the World to this TIME, no, nor ever shall be...but for the ELECT'S SAKE those days shall be SHORTENED." Matt. 24:21-2.

WE HAVE ONLY THIS ONE PAGE -

to HIGHLIGHT the DRAWING and "FALSE CHRISTs" - "FALSE PROPHETS" - "TRUMPETS" - "FOUR ANGELS HOLDING FOUR WINDS" - "SEALING" - "ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" (AND REMEMBER - AND DO NOT FORGET - that MATT. 25 follows MATT. 24-!!!) ARE THEY RELATED-?? "AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" MATT. 25:10.

PROBATION OVER!

WHAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN - GOD'S INTEREST is NOT PRIMARILY THE NATIONS' (MATT. 24) but what is "THE CHURCH" up to (MATT. 25).

THE GREATEST BREAK UP IN ADVENTISM

IN 100 YEARS IS ON NOW-!!! FROM SAT AT THE CONTROLS AND ORCHESTRATED "MISSION-KEY '73!" THE 3-FOLD UNION WITH BILLY GRAHAM "EVANGELICALISM" and CATHOLICS CAME IN THE FALL WITH THE "JESUS FREAKS" AND THE UNWASHABLES-"SPEARHEADED" BY ADVENTISTS (EEC FALL OF '72). PIERSON WAITED IN HIS SOGGY TENT FOR THE "LATTER RAIN!" INTO 1974 BEFORE THE MILLIONS THEY SPENT ON IT RESULTED ONLY IN A BIG DRIP!

WILSON PUSHED PIERSON ASIDE

AND DUG THE CIRCUS WAGON OUT OF THE DITCH AND PUT IT ON THE ROAD AGAIN. NOW WE HAVE THE BREAK-UP IN LOWER ADVENTOSIA AS THE "LOVE!" AND "UNITY!" IS "CRUMBLING!" EW 69. THAT IS THE REASON FOR THIS PAPER. IN A LAST DESPERATE BID - FOLKENBERG IS THROWING THE FORTUNES OF THIS CHURCH - A REPEAT OF THE 1ST CHAPTER OF GC ONLY THIS TIME IT WILL BE WORSE! A WARNING TO "HIS PEOPLE!" ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38 - "CHANGED!" TO A WARNING TO "THE WORLD!" YOUR GC 37. (THEY WILL LOOK YOU IN THE EYE AND SWEAR - "IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!"

IF IT MADE NO DIFFERENCE - WHY CHANGE IT - ???

THE DIFFERENT SEGMENTS OF ADVENTISM ARE NOW FINALLY SEEING THE DIFFERENCE AND THE LORD HAS ORDERED A BREAK-UP BETWEEN "WISE!" AND "FOOLISH!" AND IT WILL GO "...WITH THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING-!!!" EW 88,263. HAVE NO FEAR FOR THE "HONEST!" THEY WILL "LEAVE" THE "ROTTEN!" CHURCHES! EW 261. T8:250. AND THE "JEWS!" DA 628-9, 635,739. IF HE HAS TO SEND EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN TO ENLIGHTEN THEIR MINDS! SG 2:201. T1:100. WE HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR FOR "THE HONEST!"
AS HISTORY IS REPEATED -

ARE TWO MEN GOING TO CALL "THE REMNANT!" BACK TO THEIR FIRST ALLEGIANCE-??? WHAT WAS "THE FIRST ALLEGIANCE-???" We can find perhaps 20 references that "PHILADELPHIA!" was BORN - NOT BURIED - in 1884. LAODICEA WAS AN "OFFSHOOT!"

THEN WE CAN FIND TWENTY REFERENCES -

that "PHILADELPHIA!" is the "LAST CHURCH!" AFTER "DRUG-SHOT!" THE LAST PAGE OF MH 516 is a good one. This is a "MOVEMENT!" that shall COME!" GC 464. And is going to have to FIGHT!" its way against a firmly entrenched COUNTERFEIT!" as we have SUPPOSED - but many MOVEMENTS!" (PLURAL!) Just EMPTY RAW "PROFESSION!" will avail NO- THING!" 1884 GC 296. ALL OF THESE "COUNTERFEITS!" have one thing IN COMMON: "OBEDIENCE to God's Law is-not-necessary!" 1884 GC 297 (467).

WE CAN LOOK RIGHT IN ON THIS "BATTLE!"

Of various REFERENCES - the MAIN ONE IS T8:41. LAODICEAN (URIAH SMITH) "HISTORICAL ADVENTISM!" ("CUNNINGLY DEvised FABLES!") has 12 tribes all rolled into ONE "LAODICEAN CHURCH!" - but T8:41 has "TRIBE AFTER TRIBE!" COMING "IN!" from the "OUTSIDE!" AND THE BATTLE CRY-???

"COME INTO LINE! LET THOSE...

WHO ARE LOYAL TO THE "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!" and the "TESTIMONY OF CHRIST!"...COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye "SEPARATE!" (LOVE AND UNITY-???) "SEPARATE!"
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"THE BATTLE RAGED!"

...THE CAPTAIN OF OUR SALVATION WAS ORDERING THE
BATTLE! ...PRESS THE BATTLE TO THE GATES!" ...HE LED THEM
ON STEP BY STEP! CONQUERING and to CONQUER!" T8:41.

WHERE DO WE FIND:

"CONQUERING, AND TO CONQUER!" - ??? Rev. 6:2. THAT IS
"THE WHITE HORSE!" MOVEMENT! THAT IS "THE CHURCH
TRIUMPHANT!" T8:41. NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!!! THAT IS "HIS
TRUTH!" AA 23. THAT IS "THE CHURCH...FAIR AS THE
MOON!" AA 91.

STEPHEN WAS KILLED FOR PREACHING THIS!

"HOWBEIT the MOST HIGH dwelleth NOT in TEMPLES MADE-
WITH-HANDS!...STEPHEN...SUDDENLY BREAKING AWAY FROM
THE TRAIN OF HISTORY THAT HE WAS FOLLOWING, and turning
upon his INFURIATED JUDGES..."YE STIFF-NECKED and UN-
CIRCUMCISED in heart and ears, ye do ALWAYS RESIST THE
HOLY GHOST...BETRAYERS AND MURDERERS! who have
received the LAW...(and kept it to the "9th DEGREE!-???")
AND--HAVE--NOT--KEPT--IT!!!" AA 99, 100.

HERE WE HAVE A PERFECT EXAMPLE

of how they BUTCHER the WRITINGS--!!! Because we can
CHECK how they took the ARTICLES PRINTED IN RH BOOK 5 -
and COMPARE what they put in PK and what THEY--DID--NOT!!
And what they ADDED--!!! MEN WITHOUT A CONSCIENCE--!!!
MEN FULLY "POSSESSED-BY-THE-DEVIL--!!!"

THERE WERE PORTIONS OF:

"HOLY SCRIPTURE that for many YEARS had been STRANGELY
MISPLACED AND LOST--!!!" PK 392. RH 6:507. These were
PART of "THE COVENANT!" that "MANASSEH HAD DARED SET
ASIDE!" "...the DAY of CALAMITY would follow SWIFTLY, and
that there would be "NO REMEDY--!!!" PK 394. RH 6:507.

EZRA NOT ONLY REREAD "THE LAW!"

BUT "GAVE THE SENSE!" PK 662. This brought about a "RE-
FORMATION!" Among the "REMNANT!"...A FEEBLE PEOPLE!" PK
677. NEHEMIAH set out to "REPAIR THE WASTE CITIES!" PK
677.
This HISTORY is to be "REPEATED!" "IN THE TIME OF THE END!"
"GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the world as RE-
FORMERS ...They are the "REPAIRERS OF THE BREACH!" PK
678.

WE HAVE THE OPPOSITE!!! WE HAVE:

"ANCIENT WRITINGS were forged by MONKS (MONK URIAH
SMITH - MONK LEROY FROOM) "DECREES of COUNCILS be-
fore UNHEARD OF - WERE "DISCOVERED!" ...And a CHURCH
that had REJECTED-THE-TRUTH - GREEDILY ACCEPTED THESE
DECEPTIONS!" GC 56. THE NEXT PAGE - GC 57 (60) gives us
some of the "DECEPTIONS!" One of the DECEPTIONS was the
ADORATION of the "VIRGIN MARY!!" We have the "ADOR-
ATION of the "VIRGIN LAODICEA!" "THEY are FOLLOWING in the
"RULE, RULE, has been their course of action!" TM 363.

GC 56 MENTIONS "NEHEMIAH!!"

AND HIS REBUILDING THE "WALL!!" "EVERY ONE WITH HIS
SWORD GIRDED BY HIS SIDE!!" GC 56. They had to remove
"MUCH RUBBISH!!" So it also reads in PK 643. "CLEAR AWAY
course - PART of that "RUBBISH!!" was the "CHURCH!!" was
"INDULGENCE-MONGERS!!" GC 128. This had to be "BURNED!!
before they could "BUILD THE WALL!!" PK 641.

PART OF THAT "RUBBISH!!"

"HEAPS OF RUBBISH!!" PK 641. You had "HEAPS!!" of it in that
"WEEK OF PRAYER!!" Prepared by FOLKENBERG ALONE - MY!
HOW IMPORTANT-!!! NONE OF THE 20,000 WORKERS WERE FIT
to give their ideas-???? NOT ONE-???? It had to be "THE
INFALLIBLE LAODICEAN POPE-????" 41 TIMES HE INDOCTRI-
NATED YOU WITH:

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!!"

"WATCHMEN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT-????" (WM. H. GROTHEER)
in XXVI-II (93) tells us that WM. G. JOHNSON said at "AVON-
DALE COLLEGE" last MARCH that "FOLKENBERG'S PRIMARY
DESIGN!!" (YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS-????) HIS MAIN
PURPOSE-!!! - was to INDOCTRINATE 20,000 MINISTERS, IN-
STITUTIONAL WORKERS - AND THE MILLIONS OF THE
ADVENTIST COMMUNE and OVERFLOW into the WORLD - as he
has been saying ever since he was ELECTED - AND WE
RIGHTLY INTERPRETED AS BEING ONE WITH THE OTHER
CHURCHES OF "BABYLON" THEIR FAVORITE THEME: "I AM
SAVED!"

WM. G. JOHNSON PUT IT IN THAT MANY WORDS:
"FOLKENBERG'S PRIMARY DESIGN IS THAT ADVENTISTS
BELIEVE THAT WE MAY KNOW "NOW!" THAT WE ARE "SAVED!"

KNOWING FULL WELL THAT THIS
PEOPLE WILL PAY NOT THE SLIGHTEST REGARD TO ELLEN
WHITE IN COL 154-5 AND 20 OTHER REFERENCES on this
SUBJECT OF "I AM SAVED!" - THIS OVERBEARING EGOTISM IS:

"OF ALL SINS IT IS THE MOST "HOPELESS!" THE MOST
"INCURABLE!"...should NEVER be TAUGHT to SAY or to FEEL
that they are "SAVED!" THIS-IS-MISLEADING... THEY ARE UN-
PREPARED!" COL 154-5. "Oh, how MANY I saw in "THE TIME
OF TROUBLE!" WITHOUT A SHELTER! They had neglected the
needful "PREPARATION!"...But there will be NO TIME then to do
it and NO "MEDIATOR!" EW 71. "THE CASE OF ALL SUCH IS
"HOPELESS-!!!" SG 3:134. ARE YOU GOING TO "WAIT ABOUT
THE SANCTUARY!" WITH R.D.BRINSMEAD TO FIND YOUR CASE
IS "HOPELESS-???

SEPARATE FROM SUCH UNBELIEVERS:

"NOW!"

SINCE "GERMAN REFORM!" - ("REFORMATION HERALD"
"WEEK OF PRAYER" - DEC. 3-12. OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1993)
- can do NOTHING except the ADVENTISTS-DO-IT-FIRST! The
FIRST thing you find is the SAME THEME - "LOVE!" and of
course - "UNITY!" the THEME of all the churches of BABYLON.
(Now I can throw THAT ONE AWAY! Nothing to keep!)

NEXT IN THE LIST OF "RUBBISH!"
That has to be "BURNED!" before we can "BUILD THE WALL!"
MICHAEL D. LASCELLES - some of you may get his JUNK from
"TRUTH FOR THE FINAL GENERATION" - POB 725, BRIDGE-
TOWN, BARBADOS. I can save you a lot of trouble - this is a
General Clearing House for any JUNK that comes along.
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(YAHWEH) p.13,22,27,38,72. (This is not HALF!) (LOVE) p.15,46. (And 100 MORE!) (GOD DOES NOT DESTROY! OF COURSE HE WILL DENY THAT HE SAID THAT! BUT WHAT IS THIS SAYING:) "It is clear then that GOD is the ETERNAL SOURCE OF LIFE. HE CANNOT BE THE SOURCE OF DEATH! (ALL EMPHASIS MINE THROUGHOUT THESE PAPERS!) "SIN" LIGHT and LIFE go hand in hand; whereas DARKNESS and DEATH go hand in hand. There can be NO MIXING, NO COMPROMISE; 1 John 1:5 makes that ABSolutely CLEAR!...CHANGELESS in His "LOVE!" ETERNAL "LOVE!"...HIS INFINITE "LOVE!"

MICHAEL D. LASCELLES IN 195 PAGES

"ABSOLUTE REST" - 1993 CAMP MEETING LECTURES. Just like the ADVENTISTS - LOVE - LOVE - LOVE! LIKE A HARLOT - LOVES THEM ALL - !!! NOT SELECTIVE - LIKE A MAGAZINE - "EVERYBODY'S!" This of course - leads to: "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" But HIDING behind DIFFERENT PHRASEOLOGY -!!! THIS SORT - THINKING THEY CAN FOOl US BY SLYLY CHANGING THE PHRASEOLOGY - usually ALWAYS leave out their NAME-!!! OR LIKE THE EDITOR OF "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" - LIKE 33° FREEMASONRY - think they can TAKE-THEM-ALL-IN by DWELLING ON "THE GOOD" OF EACH ONE-!!! That is what God wants-???

ECUMENICAL "UNITY??" OR REV. 18-???

"COME APART AND BE YE "SEPARATE-!!!" "SHOW THEM "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATION-!!!" TO BE "SEALED!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9:4. GC 656. READ AND MARK - all the BEST of EZEKIEL-!!! I told you we may DEAL AGAIN and AGAIN on what we think is of PARA-MOUNT IMPORTANCE - such as staying IN the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" READ ALL OF EW TO GET THAT INDELIBLY SET so NO ONE CAN MOVE YOU! THEN you will appreciate MORE LIGHT EACH TIME-!!! And we have some MIGHTY CLEAR LIGHT RIGHT NOW-!!!

WE WILL COME TO IT -

FIRST TO GET RID OF MICHAEL D. LASCELLES JUNK-!!! HE TAKES UP p.57 to 70 with the BULL (Six feet deep!) of "HENRY DRUMMOND!" Who is a PAST MASTER at PLAYING WITH WORDS-!!! AGAIN - the INTEREST of the HARLOT - "LOVE!" And to put the CAP-SHEAF ON IT - it is "UNCONDITIONAL!" p.181.
"THIS IS A DECEIVER AND AN ANTICHRIST!"

"YOU MUST HAVE "CHARITY!" is the cry heard EVERYWHERE! especially from those who PROFESS "SANCTIFICATION!"

"SANCTIFICATION!"


"YOU MUST HAVE "CHARITY!" IS THE CRY HEARD EVERYWHERE, especially from those who PROFESS "SANCTIFICATION!" But TRUE CHARITY is too PURE to cover UNCONFESSED SIN. While we are to LOVE THE SOULS for whom CHRIST DIED, we are to make NO COMPROMISE with EVIL. We are NOT-TO-"UNITE!" with THE REBELLIOUS, and call this "CHARITY!" AA 554-5.

"GOD REQUIRES "HIS PEOPLE!" IN THIS AGE OF THE WORLD TO STAND FOR THE RIGHT AS UNFLINCHINGLY AS DID JOHN IN OPPOSITION TO SOUL-DESTROYING ERRORS...we are AUTHORIZED to deal in PLAIN TERMS with SIN and SINNERS! ...whosoever SINNETH hath not seen Him, neither known Him." (SAME.)

"THAT "RELIGION!" - which makes of SIN a LIGHT matter, dwelling upon the "LOVE!" of God... REGARDLESS of his ACTIONS, only ENCOURAGES the SINNER to believe that GOD will receive him while he CONTINUES in that which HE KNOWS TO BE "SIN!"...they will be bound up with the TARES!" "COME OUT from among such..." T5:540-1.

COMING BACK TO GROTHEER -
"THE SANCTUARY!" - XXVI - 11 (93) - he RIGHTLY EXPOSES "ROY ADAMS" - associate EDITOR - of the "ADVENTIST REVIEW" - in a BOOK that ROY ADAMS WROTE - "THE SANCTUARY DOCTRINE!" It is the OPINION OF GROTHEER that what ROY ADAMS WROTE is "REVIVING!" the teaching - deception - for which A.F. BALLenger was DE-FROCKED! - is not the "THEOLOGICAL SHOWPIECE!" of the "FOLKENBERG ADMINISTRATION!" "WE ARE SAVED!" "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" 1905 at the trial of "ALBION FOX BALLenger!" ("FOXI! IS RIGHT!) That is where young unordained MILLIAN LAURITZ ANDREASON (M.L.ANDREASON) dug in his HEELS and withstood BALLengerISM and later FROOMISM-!!! "OLD WIVES' FABLES!" now running rampant in ADAMS-FOLKENBERG'S "ADVENTISM!" And reading the LATEST FROM "VANCE FERRELL!" this church's "LEADERSHIP!" has gone FOR SURE-!!! THERE IS NOTHING TO SALVAGE THERE-!!!

WE ARE AMAZED - AT HOW CASUALLY!

THE FERRELL-STANDISH-WEILAND-TRINITY - DISMISS any and all who LEFT THE CHURCH in the PAST OR PRESENT - just nicely DISAPPEAR in ROGER'S "TIME-LOCK!" WILL ROSS MACHINE!

TIME-WARP INTO LIMBO!

But we keep REMEMBERING GC 606-8 (1884 GC 422-430). The APOSTATES did not exactly "TIME-WARP!" out of SIGHT and SOUND - but it is WRITTEN with an IRON-PEN: "THEY become THE-MOST-BITTER-ENEMIES of their former "BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO BELIEVE THE LORD "PASSES BY!" OLD "DRUG-SHOT!" and "GATHERS (SEALS!) THE HATED "OUTCASTS!" Give them some CREDIT for LEAVING THE "RUBBISH!" of EW 83.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO IMAGINE -

EPilogue

That the "AWAKENING CLOWNS!" could come to AMERICA in 1960 - come to a PEOPLE that "PROFESSED!" to believe in "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" come to those who had READ (If no other book - at least "EARLY WRITINGS!") about "GOD!" having gone "IN A FLAMING CHARIOT!" into the "HOLY OF HOLIES!" in 1844. And "JESUS!" did the SAME! EARLY WRITINGS 55.
WE KNOW - WE HAVE SPENT OVER 60 YEARS -
SHOWING HOW THEY HAVE MASSACRED THE DETAILS OF THIS
TRUTH - BUT WE ARE NOT GOING INTO THAT JUST NOW - THE
"TRUTH!" IS STILL THERE - it is called "THE THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE!" EW 254-5. It is "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" The
"REMNANT!" will BELIEVE IT! EW 255.

IT IS SO IMPORTANT IT IS CALLED "AN ANCHOR!"
That will "KEEP US!" from the "MANY DELUSIONS OF SATAN!"
EW 256. As well as in "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" EW 254.

SHE SAW "A COMPANY!"
NOT AN "ARMY!" OF MILLIONS - all it takes for a "COMPANY!" is 100 to 300. Depending on BRITISH/AMERICAN/CANADIAN OR
ANY OTHER ARMY - or what KIND of a "COMPANY!" "MACHINE
GUN!" "ADVANCE SCOUTING COMPANY!"

"WOE TO HIM WHO SHALL...
...MOVE A BLOCK OR STIR A PIN OF THESE MESSAGES!" "THE
DESTINY OF SOULS HANGS!" EW 258-9. In the MANNER in
which these "MESSAGES!" are TREATED! THIS THEME IS
THROUGHOUT EW IN THESE PAGES: 32, 36, 42, 43, 48, 56, 78,
244, 250-6, 260-1, 1280-1.

THAT IS FROM ONE BOOK ALONE!
That those who "REJECT!" this "LIGHT!" their CASE is as
"HOPELESS!" as the JEWS that "CRUCIFIED CHRIST!" EW 261.
SG 1:171-2. That we HAVE to come BACK to it to be SAVED
at the END - even if "ALL THE WORLD!" MOCKS THIS BASIC
TRUTH! EW 78 TO 81. JESUS WILL NEVER - NEVER - NEVER -

LEAVE "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!"
AS LONG AS "PROBATION!" IS OPEN! THAT WHEN HE LEAVES
- THE FOUR ANGELS LET LOOSE THE FOUR WINDS AND "ALL
HELL!" WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH! EW 38, 58. BC 7:967-8.
EW 274. SG 1:190.

CAN YOU IMAGINE
A PEOPLE - THOROUGHLY INDOCTRINATED WITH THE "THIRD
ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" being LED ASTRAY BY THE SELF-CON-
Fessed "AWAKENING!" in 1960 (and some even to this DAY!) Jangling away about "CHRIST!" (OR SOMETHING CALLED "CHRISTI") - GIVING YOU "JUSTIFICATION!" IN THE "OUTER COURT-!!!" AND "SANCTIFICATION!" IN THE FIRST (VACATED!) APARTMENT-!!!

"BILL PARKS!" TRIED TO PEDdle

THAT IN AUSTRALIA JUST RECENTLY-!!! IT IS DANGEROUS TO LISTEN TO A "SPIRITUALIST!" OF THE "FOLKENBERG" STRIPE! "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" "SPIRITUALISM TEACHES... "EACH MIND WILL JUDGE ITSELF AND NOT ANOTHER!" "THE JUDGMENT WILL BE RIGHT, BECAUSE IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF SELF!"..."THE THRONE IS WITHIN YOU!" (SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER) GC 554,556,558. 1884 GC 372-379.

CAN YOU IMAGINE - ???

SUCH CLAP-TRAP FOISTED ON A PEOPLE TRAINED IN "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" falling for any such "RUBBISH!" as THAT? YES! WE HAVE "HEAPS OF RUBBISH!" - "TO BE BURNED!" PK 641-3. T9:193. EW 83.

IT TOOK MANY YEARS TO DOCUMENT -

WHY THEY FALL SO READILY FOR SUCH OBVIOUS "RUBBISH!" BECAUSE "LEADERSHIP" HAD NOT BEEN TEACHING THEM "THE BASICS!" OF "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" AND QUITE FRANKLY - NEITHER DID THEY STUDY - "FOR THEMSELVES!" DA 140-1. COL 79.

THEY BOOTED OUT THOSE WHO DID -

AND WHAT THEY HAVE LEFT IS WHAT ELLEN WHITE CALLED THEM:

"...the subtle power of SATAN'S SENTIMENTS...is not easily CAST OUT!...There will be a harvest for his REAPING in the very INSTITUTIONS established by the funds of God's people for the advancement of His work. It will result in sending forth to the world, in place of "CHRISTIAN WORKERS" - a COMPANY of EDUCATED INFIDELS!...LEAVENED with the WORLD'S FALSEHOOD!" T7:167-8. "THE MINDS OF THOUSANDS have thus been POISONED, and led into INFIDELITY!" SM 2:351.

"HE WAS CONTINUALLY OPPOSED

BY THE UNBELIEVING JEWS...BY THE "MOB!" "LIFE OF PAUL"

WE HAVE FELT IT - FROM YOUR "SYNAGOGUE!"

"THE WORTHLESS MOB...with the FURY more like that of WILD "BEASTS!" - than of men." "LIFE OF PAUL" (LP 85). "THE UNBELIEVING JEWS...filled with JEALOUSY and HATRED of the APOSTLES...FOLLOWED THEM...and again STIRRED UP THE EXCITABLE PASSIONS of the LOWER CLASS!" LP 88.

YOU SAY THIS HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH US-??

DID YOU EVER HOLD MEETINGS AND HAVE THEM SEND SOME "MINISTERS!" (USUALLY "RETIRED MINISTERS!") AND HOLD MEETINGS IN THE SAME HOUSE-!!! AND THE "LOWER CLASS!" are RIGHT BACK in the Pews-!!! When this happens again and again and yet again - you finally begin to CATCH ON-!!! As "HISTORY IS REPEATED!" AS THE "PROMISCUOUS AUDIENCE... FRIVOLOUS, THOUGHTLESS CLASS!" LP 92-3. "GALLIO...would NOT become the DUPE of the JEALOUS and INTRIGUING JEWS... BAFFLED and ENRAGED...the MOB...the IGNORANT RABBLE!" LP 108. "BARE-FACED FALSEHOODS!"...fighting with BEASTS at EPHESUS!...FANATICAL MOB that clamored for his "LIFE!"...more like FURIOUS WILD BEASTS than MEN!" LP 178. "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS!"...excited the FIERCEST PASSIONS of the MOB...THE RAGE of the MULTITUDE was UNBOUNDED!..."AWAY WITH HIM!" LP 216-8. "THEIR FURY BROKE FORTH ANEW!" LP 219.

IS THIS WHY THIS BOOK HAS BEEN OUTLAWED

SO NO ONE USES IT OF THE "INSIDERS' MOB-!!!" WITH "MALIGNANT HATRED!"...HEADED BY THE "HIGH-PRIEST!" (FOLKENBERG!) (READ GROTHEER - XXVI-11 (93) "THE SANCTUARY!" READ VANCE FERRELL - WM 490 - "HASTENING TOWARD THE END!" - REVAMPPING THE CHURCH STRUCTURE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM - to give MORE and MORE "POWER!" to FEWER and FEWER men in CONTROL. VANCE FERRELL (or his INFORMERS!) calls it "A MASTERPIECE OF TREACHERY!" "GETTING RID OF ALL THE FAITHFUL!" (AND YET - SOMEHOW
- "THE CONGREGATION WILL BE HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" This is now OPENLY BEING SAID by others of the JUNTO-CABALA! The GROUND opened up for that ONCE - and ELLEN WHITE SAYS IT WILL HAPPEN AGAIN! SOP 1:300,306.)

CAN YOU IMAGINE THE WORLDWIDE REPERCUSSIONS THIS WOULD TRIGGER-!!! SO THAT WE COULD -

BELIEVE:
(MURDEROUS) "MOB...HEADED BY THE "HIGH-PRIEST!" -LP 247. "We are going to be greatly "SCATTERED!" (EW 69) before long...TREMENDOUS PRESSURES will be brought upon "EVERY!" Seventh-day Adventist with whom the WORLD can get into CLOSE CONNECTION! Those who seek the EDUCATION that THE WORLD ESTEEMS SO HIGHLY, are gradually led FURTHER and FURTHER from the PRINCIPLES of TRUTH until they (WITNESS "BRINSMHEAD!") THEY BECOME "EDUCATED WORLDLINGS!"...They have PARTED with the "HOLY SPIRIT!" FCE 525-6. "THEY ARE only "EDUCATED DUNCES!" FCE 44.

HEAPS OF THEM-!!!
"THE TIME WILL COME WHEN "THEY!" will NOT endure SOUND DOCTRINE; but after their own LUSTS shall they HEAP TO THEMSELVES TEACHERS, having ITCHING EARS; and "THEY!" shall TURN AWAY THEIR EARS from the "TRUTH!" - and shall be turned unto "FABLES!"...led away with DIVER'S LUSTS...CHOOSE THOSE TEACHERS who will PRAISE and FLATTER them ..."THEY HEAP!" - to themselves as SPECIAL FAVORITES!" (LOVE! and UNITY! QUEERS!)

DIDN'T WE JUST READ THEY WILL LOVE -
WHAT "THE WORLD!" LOVES - ??? DOES NOT ALL THE WORLD LOVE "LOVE and UNITY!" - ??? They cannot RESIST what the WORLD "LOVES!"-??? "THEY BECOME SO "BLINDED!" - as to even COMMEND the very ones whom GOD commands them to "REPROVE-!!!" LP 322. "GOD HAS DECLARED HIS WILL, and it is ABSOLUTE MADNESS for men to "CHANGE!" or even "QUESTION!" that which has gone out of HIS LIPS!...OBEEDIENCE is the HIGHEST DICTATE of REASON as well as of "CONSCIENCE!" LP 325.
THIS IS THE END OF THE
STATEMENTS FROM "LIFE OF PAUL!" that show what "THE
SENSELESS MOB OF "JERUSALEM!" - will do. Do we go by the
"SENSELESS MOB!" of this "JERUSALEM!" - ???

LOVE!

"THE LOVE OF CHRIST, received into the heart, will BANISH
the "LOVE" of "ERROR!" T7:41. "LOVE NOT THE WORLD,
neither the things that are OF THE WORLD. (XMASS-EASTER-
HALLOWEEN-SPORTS!) If any man LOVE the WORLD, the LOVE
of the FATHER IS NOT IN HIM!" 1 John 2:15. "The WORK is
CLOSING; and soon the MEANS of those who have kept their
RICHES; their LARGE FARMS, their CATTLE, etc., will NOT BE-
WANTED! I saw the Lord turn to such in ANGER, in WRATH,
and repeat these words: "GO TO NOW, YE RICH MEN." He has
called, but you would not hear. LOVE-OF-THIS-WORLD has
DROWNED HIS VOICE! NOW-HE-HAS-NO-USE-FOR-YOU! and
lets you go, bidding you: "GO TO NOW, YE RICH MEN!"...YOUR
MEANS ARE NOT NEEDED!" T1:174-5.

THE ASSURANCE OF "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL!" - ???

"CAST YE THE UNPROFITABLE SERVANT INTO "OUTER DARK-
NESS!" There shall be WEEPING and GNASHING OF TEETH!

THIS SAYS IT ALL - !!!

"YE ADULTERERS AND ADULTERESSSES, know ye not that the
FRIENDSHIP of the WORLD is "ENMITY!" with GOD-???
Whosoever THEREFORE will be a "FRIEND!" of the WORLD -
"IS!" the "ENEMY OF GOD!" JAMES 4:4.

"THE WORDS OF JESUS ADDRESSED TO THIS GENERATION...

...REAL "CHRISTIANITY" would become almost EXTINCT...He saw
that the DESPERATE REVELRIES of the LAST DAYS would only be
INTERRUPTED by the "JUDGMENTS OF GOD!"...the NATIONS
become as LAWLESS, as CORRUPT, as were the inhabitants of
the world BEFORE THE FLOOD...INFIDELITY IS INCREASING...
UNDERMINING the FAITH of our YOUTH in the BIBLE, sending
them adrift without ANCHOR or COMPASS on a SHORELESS
SEA, they would recoil with HORROR from their fearful work!
...an age of LICENTIOUSNESS...as CORRUPT as were the MORALS
of the inhabitants of SODOM...
(ON THE OTHER HAND!)

"SELF-CONFIDENCE will lead you into the SNARE of the ENEMY."

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION-???)"

"...the YOUTH...enter society WITH ALL "ASSURANCE!" - CONFIDENT that they are fully able to CHOOSE the RIGHT and to comprehend DIVINE MYSTERIES...WE FEAR MORE for those who are SELF-CONFIDENT than for ANY OTHERS, for they will SURELY be ENTANGLED IN THE NET...by fulsome FLATTERY of their TALENT, their INTELLECTUAL SUPERIORITY, by inciting in them an AMBITION for HIGH POSITION...MORAL BLIGHT will fall upon them...will leave a heritage of SHAME, who will sow the WIND - and reap the WHIRLWIND!...They will be LOST, LOST, and will be NUMBERED (with the 144,000?) with the SCORNERS of the GRACE of Christ. I would rather see my children LAID IN THE GRAVE, then to see them taking (THAT "PATH"). (THAT WAS FROM "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES!"
BOOK 2:377-8. APRIL 21, 1890. It would be well to READ ALL OF IT-!!!)

AND THE NEXT ONE - DO WE HAVE:

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION-??"

"SELF-EXALTATION is the KEY to his REBELLION, and it UNLOCKS the MODERN THEME of "SANCTIFICATION!" SATAN DECLARED that he had NO NEED of the RESTRAINTS of "LAW!" - that he was HOLY-SINLESS - and INCAPABLE of doing EVIL, and those who BOAST of "HOLINESS!" - and a state of "SIN-LESSNESS, while TRANSGRESSING the LAW OF GOD...are ALLIED on the SIDE of the FIRST GREAT REBEL...they say they are "SAVED!" in SIN, and thus make CHRIST the MINISTER OF SIN. These "PROFESSED" CHRISTIANS are doing the VERY WORK that SATAN DID IN PARADISE, they are leading souls ASTRAY." (READ ON!) ST 2:380. April 25, 1890. ("THOU SHALT NOT SURELY DIE!")

HEARD IN YOUR CHURCH THIS SABBATH -

OR ANY OTHER SABBATH. NO ONE TOLD YOU -

that you were NOT - NOT - NOT - "KEEPING THE SABBATH!" - no, not at all! To listen to such JUNK and RUBBISH. STAY HOME FROM CHURCH NEXT SABBATH AND READ SOMETHING WORTHWHILE -
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"A MOVEMENT SHALL [COME]" GC 464. (OH! OH! I THOUGHT THERE WAS ONLY ONE "MOVEMENT!") "AND BEFORE THE TIME SHALL COME FOR SUCH A "MOVEMENT!" 1884 GC 296. "(SATAN) will endeavor to PREVENT IT - by introducing a COUNTERFEIT!" Your GC 464.

NOW DO YOU MEAN TO SAY THAT YOU STOP THERE - ???
YOU DO NOT KNOW THAT A WRITER TRIES TO COVER THAT SUBJECT IN THE SAME OR THE NEXT CHAPTER-???. YOU DID NOT KNOW THAT-???.

YOU WERE NOT INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT THE "DIFFERENCE" BETWEEN THE TRUE "MOVEMENT!" - that is to "COME!" and the "COUNTERFEIT!" that is also to "COME!" ACCORDING TO YOUR "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!"

NOTHING IS TO "COME!" IT IS "HERE!"

HAS BEEN ALL THE TIME!

HOW SILLY TO LOOK FOR SOMETHING THAT IS TO "COME!" IF IT IS "HERE!" RIGHT NOW! But what is "HERE!" (IF WORDS HAVE ANY MEANING!) WHAT IS "HERE!" is the "COUNTERFEIT!"

SO WHY DON'T YOU DO THE FOLLOWING:

(1) STAY HOME FROM CHURCH - NO ONE AROUND TO ADDLE YOU - STUDY THE SUBJECT - TAKE AS MANY SABBATHS AS YOU NEED - AFTER ALL - "THE SABBATH!" - THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THE SABBATH - YOU ARE NOT "KEEPING THE SABBATH!" if you go by the JUNK they are now SHOVELLING into the TROUGH - HOW DOES IT TASTE-???. TASTE LIKE A "COUNTERFEIT-???" Because that's what your GETTING - you are getting NOTHING ELSE. The Lord told you as PLAIN as it can be TOLD - "BEFORE THE TIME!" - you run FACE to FACE into the "COUNTERFEIT!" NOTHING ELSE-!!! THERE IS "NO-THING ELSE!" So STUDY what it is - and what it is NOT-!!!

(2) THEN INVITE SOME PEOPLE OVER FOR SABBATH SUPPER - and SHOW them what you FOUND - and it sticks out like a SORE THUMB!
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(A) "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" ("I AM SAVED!"
(B) "THROUGH FAITH ALONE!"
(C) "ONLY BELIEVE!" ... "NO FURTHER EFFORT!"
(D) "FREEDOM FROM SIN!" "SINLESS!"

CALL IN "FRIENDS!" YOU CAN TRUST!

MAKE SURE YOU ARE NOT A KOOK OR A WEIRDO!

THEN FOLLOW THIS WITH EVIDENCE THAT "CHRIST!" NEVER OPENS THE "SHUT DOOR!" OF THAT CHURCH! NEVER - NEVER - NEVER! Not the slightest EVIDENCE in BIBLE or TESTIMONIES!

WHILE THE DOOR TO "PHILADELPHIA!"

WAS "OPENED!" IN 1844 and NO URIAH SMITH OR FROOM - CAN "SHUT IT!" It is the KOOKS and the WEIRDOS and the "OFFSHOOTS!" that fail to see that in "THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" EW 69 the Lord "GATHERS" "THE OUTCASTS!" ISA. 56:8. They are the "PROCESSION!" of COL 406. That go forth "CONQUERING and to CONQUER!" on "WHITE HORSES!" Rev. 6:2. AA 23. THE "ARMIES!" OF THE LORD COME POURING OUT OF HEAVEN - ON WHITE HORSES!" Rev. 19:11-13. There is NO SALVATION in the COLORED HORSES. Rev. 6:4-8.

THE CHURCH DETERIORATES UNTIL

THEY ARE RIDING THE HORSE OF "DEATH-!!!" Rev. 6:8. There is NO SALVATION in HORSES or WAGONS - we have to LEAVE THEM and go on FOOT-!!! NO "GROUP SALVATION!" GC 490. We must find a LITTLE NARROW PATH - "IN SINGLE FILE - ONE FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF ANOTHER!" LS 190. T2:595. T8:41.

THOSE WHO MUST HAVE "THE ASSURANCE!" OF SALVATION-!!! THOSE WHO MUST BE IN THE SHADOW OF A CROWD - !!! WILL NOT LIKE THESE TRUTHS:

"WHEN TREES WITHOUT FRUIT -

ARE "CUT DOWN!" as cumberers of the GROUND, when "MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN" are distinguished from the TRUE...Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL... The most WEAK and HESITATING in the church will be AS DAVID - WILLING to DO and DARE!" T5:81.
DO THE PHARISEE-JEWS THAT ARE
RUNNING THIS CHURCH (into the ground!) not UNDERSTAND
THE "KINGDOM OF GOD!" - is for the "MEEK!" and "SELF-
DISTRUSTFUL!" - EXPECT ONE WHO DRILLS HIS FOLLOWERS
WITH THE "ASSURANCE" OF SALVATION!" (THE SAME AS
"BABYLON!" - "I AM SAVED!" CAN THAT SELF-SATISFIED
"PHARISEE-LAODICEAN!" - EVER GRASP THE MEANING OF
"THE BEATITUDES???)

THEY ARE OUT TO HAMMER THEIR THEORIES HOME-!!!
WE ARE OUT TO "COUNTER!" THEM AT EVERY TURN-!!! YOU
LIKE IT THEIR WAY-???' GET OFF OUR MAILING LIST-!!! WE
ARE NOT "SURE!" OF OUR SALVATION! NOT-AT-ALL! WE
LEAVE THAT FOR THE "PHARISEE GUILD!" WHICH MEANS MOST
ALL OF MANKIND-!!! THEY WILL GLADLY BUILD THEIR "GREAT
CATHEDRALS!" and PAY A CLOISTERED "MONK!" TO "FORGIVE
THEIR SINS!" (BEFORE THEY EVEN ASK-!!!) OR EVEN "FORGIVE
THEM!" AHEAD OF TIME-!!! THIS IS WHAT LUTHER OPPOSED-!!!
THIS IS GENUINE "PROTESTANTISM!" YOU DO NOT LIKE IT?
THEN GO WITH THEM! ("HELL! is not full yet!)

WE ARE NOT BEATING AROUND THE BUSH!
ANY LONGER - the STRONGER they come out - the STRONGER
WE WILL SOUND THE WARNING. "MEET IT!" SM 1:205.

DECEMBER 10, 1993. FLASHBACK!
IN THE ROSTER OF "DISHONORABLE MENTION!" of those who
join the "HAPPY GANG!" who want "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" -
we find "SPECTRUM" MAGAZINE - JANUARY 1993, P.62. A
woman from VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA - "MABEL NOR-
CROSS" - she wants "FRIENDS OF GAY ADVENTIST FAMILIES!"
When "GAY SONS!" - "COMMIT SUICIDE!" or are DYING from
"AIDS!" - for the CHURCH - FAMILY - FRIENDS and RELATIVES
- to exercise - "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" And be "FRIENDS!" of
the GROWING RANKS of HOMOS and LESBIANS! DEFINITELY
"A SIGN OF THE TIMES!" SHE WOULD "LOOK BACK!" WITH
"LOT'S WIFE!" AND TURN TO SALT!

"DAVE FIEDLER'S" FIDDLING-!!!
NO "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" AT ALL FOR "THE HOEHN
RESEARCH LIBRARY!"
IN "JEFF REICH'S" LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS, FALL 1993. IN A STRING OF LIES AND "CHARACTER ASSASSINATION!" CLAIMING THAT WE MAKE STATEMENTS THAT WE NEVER MADE!!! NOR EVER THOUGHT!!! THE VERY SAME ALLEGATIONS THAT "VANCE FERRELL" MADE!!! ALMOST IN THE SAME ORDER!

PROVING WHAT-???

PROVING THEY DIPPED THEIR BUCKETS IN THE SAME SEWER - THE "WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" This is what they feed the MINISTRY!

OPEN RAW SEWAGE! MANUFACTURED BY THE MOB

THAT WANT TO "WHITE-WASH!" THEIR "DIRTY TRICKS!" HE DOES NOT USE THE NAME OF "HOEHN!" (VANCE FERRELL DID)! BUT WHO ELSE WOULD IT BE THAT DOCUMENTS THAT THE BOOKS HAVE BEEN CHANGED! BUT DID WE SAY SHE WAS NOT AWARE OF IT? DID WE NOT DOCUMENT THAT SHE WAS WELL AWARE OF IT-??? But was told by the Lord to give them enough ROPE and they will HANG THEMSELVES-!!! We need not do too much PROVING HERE - we prepared TWO PAPERS OF EXPLANATION - AND PRINTED 50,000 COPIES OF EACH-!!! NO ONE AROUND THE WORLD HAS DENIED A WORD IN EACH! They would not DARE. We will send them FREE to anyone around the world! Ask for "FOREWORD TO 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!"

DAVE FIEDLER FIDDLING:

JEFF REICH MAGAZINE, p.20. DID MOST OF THE GANG-UP IN 1888 - "RECOVER-???" I am NOT about to agree with A.T.JONES IN ANYTHING! But neither do I go along with DAVE FIEDLER who says on the SAME PAGE (p.20) that JONES countered ELLEN WHITE and in so doing - "NEVER QUOTES FROM" her alleged "LETTERS!" That is an OUTRIGHT BARE-FACED "LIE!" I knew this 60 YEARS AGO but never dealt with it as JONES was such a SLICK LIAR - most would not understand what went on - I thought it best to let "SLEEPING DOGS LIE!" But now that the "JONES MORONS!" and the "JONES ADDICTS!" are trying to "EXPLAIN!" what happened in the JONES DEFECTION - we are FORCED to consider the JONES ARGUMENTS - but that he NEVER "DOCUMENTED!" WHAT HE SAID - tell that "TO THE MARINES!" If he "NEVER QUOTED!" he would have faced an AVALANCHE OF PROTESTS! Oh! He "QUOTED!" her alright - but as FIEDLER DOES WITH HOEHN - "MISQUOTED-!!!"
"CHARGES OF MANIPULATION!"

This is "DAVE FIEDLER" in JEFF REICH'S MAGAZINE: "LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS!" - FALL 1993, p.21. HE (OR HIS MENTOR - "THE WHITE-WASH ESTATE!") - Those who claim to be "FRIENDS!" of ELLEN WHITE - which HE/THEY "CLASSIFY!" as being "SIMILAR!" or having the SAME RESULTS as her "ENEMIES!" - D.M.CANRIGHT - J.H.KELLOGG - A.T.JONES and FIEDLER ends his FIDDLING while "ROME BURNS!" "WITH "FRIENDS!" LIKE THESE - WHO NEEDS ENEMIES???

p.22.

WITH THIS BOMBASTIC DIATRIBE - FIEDLER (AND JEFF REICH!)

INTEND TO BURY THE LIKES OF "HOEHN!" Making us appear STUPID - NAIVE - SIMPLE - UNINFORMED - who would DARE "(TO) ADVOCATE THIS INCREDIBLE NOTION...!!!!" p.21.

SO IT IS "INCREDIBLE!" AND ONLY:

"A NOTION!" that we say this happened: "WITHOUT ELLEN WHITE BEING AWARE OF IT-!!!!" It would make a VERY INTERESTING "COURT CASE!" if FIEDLER-FERRELL-WHITE-WASH WERE ASKED TO PRESENT DOCUMENTATION AS TO JUST "WHO!" WAS THE CULPRIT THAT DID THIS-???. We are some-what of an AUTHORITY in this FIELD - and we know of NO ONE that made that ALLEGATION-!!! BRANDING THEM AS "KNOW- NOTHING NINCOMPOOPS!" - "CLODHOPPER DRIVE!" - of course the WHITE-WASHERS UNION! OUGHT TO KNOW-!!! They studied the IMPLICATIONS before they ventured into PRINT! (OR DID THEY-???)

"CAN ONLY WONDER WHY THE LORD DID NOT REVEAL THIS TO HER! (FIEDLER FIDDLING!) COULD IT BE THAT THERE WAS NOTHING TO REVEAL-???

p.21.

COULD IT BE THAT AT THIS LATE DATE -

COULD STILL BE AS BLIND-STUPID-STUBBORN - just because they have MILLIONS of YOUR TITHES and OFFERINGS to SQUANDER that they would even THINK of TRYING TO MAKE OUT -

NO BOOK CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE-???

Or that they do not amount to "A HILL OF BEANS!" - is THAT what "WHITE-WASH!" is trying to PALM OFF at this LATE DATE? Then ANSWER THE QUESTION-!!!
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WHO SAID SHE WAS NOT
"AWARE OF IT-!!!" BOY!
WAS SHE EVER "DUMB!" (THAT IS WHAT "THEY!" SAY IN
UNITED "UNISON")

WE HAVE "THIS!" TO SAY:
ABOUT "THAT!" "BOY!" ARE "THEY!"
EVER "DUMB!" TO THINK THAT THEY CAN PERPETUATE "THE
HOAX OF "LOWER ADVENTOSIA!" RIGHT INTO 1994-!!! AND
ASSASSINATE AND SLANDER (EW 69) THEIR "CHARACTERS!"

LET'S PUT IT THE WAY IT IS:
"JUST BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE!" THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"
and have the MANHOOD and WOMANHOOD to stand up for the
RIGHT - against an "AVALANCHE!" of "ABUSE-!!" STARTED by
"THE HIGH-PRIEST!" AND HIS "DUPES!" BOY! ARE THEY
"DUMB-!!!"

◊◊◊◊◊◊◊

"BROTHER HOEHN:

PLEASE SEND ME PRICE LIST OF MATERIALS that I
can order. (We have NOTHING to "ORDER!" except the
ORIGINAL UNADULTERATED 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!"
(SOP 4.) I listened to one of your tapes. I hear "THE
PROCESSION!" going by-!!! (COL 406.) I want to "GO YE
OUT TO MEET HIM!"

I don't know why people should have to be CONVINCED
to LEAVE the APOSTATE SDA CHURCH. All you have to do is
teach "HEALTH REFORM!" or present the true "STRAIGHT
TESTIMONY!" And the SDA Church will help you LEAVE the
ORGANIZATION.

SINCERELY LEARNING TO BE A MEDICAL MISSIONARY
and perfecting "CHARACTER!" one day! & trying NOT to
"CRUCIFY JESUS AFRESH!"

RICK LOVE,
#564 Hwy. 1204, Lot 17
PINEVILLE, LA 71360,

GOD BLESS YOUR EFFORTS! EFFORTS WITHOUT FAITH IS
DEAD-!!!

◊◊◊◊◊◊◇

ALLEN I. LEE of ROCHESTER, MINN. writes the SAME Senti-
MENTS and then SENDS "DEVILISH STRATEGY!" by PAUL
HARVEY:
DEVILISH STRATEGY

By PAUL HARVEY

If I were the devil...
If I were the prince of darkness, I would want to engulf the whole world in darkness.
I'd have a third of its real estate and four-fifths of its population, but I would not be happy until I had seized the ripest apple on the tree -- thee.
So I would set about however necessary to take over the United States. I'd subvert the churches first.
I would begin with a campaign of whispers.
With the wisdom of a serpent I would whisper to you as I whispered to Eve: "Do as you please."
To the young I would whisper that "the Bible is a myth." I fanning the flames.
If I were the devil, I would encourage schools to refine young intellects but neglect to discipline emotions; just let those run wild.
Until before you knew it you'd have to have drug-sniffing dogs and metal detectors at every schoolhouse door.
Within a decade I'd have prisons overflowing and judges promoting pornography.
Soon I could evict God from the courthouse and the schoolhouse and then from the houses of Congress.
In His own churches I would substitute psychology for religion and deify science.
I'd lure priests and pastors into misusing boys and girls and church money ...
would convince them that man created God instead of the other way around. I'd confide that "what's bad is good and what's good is 'square.'"

And the old I would teach to pray after me, "Our Father - which art in Washington."

Then I'd get organized. I'd educate authors in how to make lurid literature exciting so that anything else would appear dull, uninteresting. I'd threaten TV with dirtier movies and vice versa.

I'd peddle narcotics to whom I could. I'd sell alcohol to ladies and gentlemen of distinction. I'd tranquilize the rest with pills.

If I were the devil, I'd soon have families at war with themselves, churches at war with themselves and nations at war with themselves. Until each, in turn, was consumed.

And with promises of higher ratings I'd have mesmerizing media

If I were the devil, I'd make the symbol of Easter an egg and the symbol of Christmas a bottle.

If I were the devil, I'd take from those who have and give to those who wanted until I had killed the incentive of the ambitious.

What'll you bet I couldn't get whole states to promote gambling as the way to get rich?

I would caution against "extremes" in hard work, in patriotism, in moral conduct.

I'd convince the young that marriage is old fashioned, that swinging is more fun; that what you see on TV is the way to be.

And thus I could undress you in public and lure you into bed with diseases for which there is no cure.

In other words, if I were the devil, I'd just keep right on doing what he's doing.
Dear Bro. & Sr. Hoehn:

Many thanks for the TAPES. Much appreciated. We have just listened to “HOEHN & FERRELL.” April 2, 1983. It is great!

You certainly have my consent to use MY NAME whatever I write about. Small check enclosed. THANKS AGAIN,

AURELLA FAULKNER
34 Allambi Road
Lestinore, Goonellabah
N.S.W., AUSTRALIA 2480

---

December 14, 1993. THE WHITE-WASH UNION:

That the WRITINGS were "CHANGED!" is a "NOTION!" and even "AN INCREDIBLE NOTION!" Not real at all—!!! "THOSE WHO ADVOCATE THIS INCREDIBLE NOTION FAIL TO EXPLAIN HOW THIS ALL HAPPENED without ELLEN WHITE being aware of it. "THEY!" ADMIT that they "can only WONDER!" why the Lord did not reveal" this to her. Could it be that there was NOTHING TO REVEAL—???" DAVE FIEDLER MANIPULATION IN JEFF REICH’S MAGAZINE. LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS. FALL 1993 p.21.

ABOUT FOUR LIES IN A ROW!

THE GANG-UP DO NOT REALIZE THEY ARE SLANDERING "ELLEN WHITE!" the Lord who has sent her! and we who go to the largely THANKLESS TASK of not just POINTING IT OUT - but DOCUMENTING IT so that untold THOUSANDS see it just as well as we do. SEEING IT IS NOT THE DIFFICULTY - SHOWING THEM THIS "ABOMINATION!" as well as MANY OTHERS - that's the PROBLEM. To find those who are HONEST ENOUGH TO ADMIT IT—!!!

THEY DO NOT REALIZE IT -

but what are they doing—??? IF THEY ONCE ADMIT - that the books have been "CHANGED!" which they will HAVE to before this is over - instead of US being the CHEATS-LIARS-PREVARICATORS-CONSCIENCES SEARED AS WITH A HOT IRON—!!! THEIRS ARE—!!! When they get together in the BOARD ROOM, it is not a question of "WHAT IS THE TRUTH?" But how do we LIE OUR WAY OUT OF THIS ONE—??? Or course, they do not use those EXACT WORDS - but they might as well—!!! IF YOU WANT SR. WHITE'S OPINION OF THEM - read the FOUR BIG BOOKS: "1888 MATERIALS!"
EVERYTHING THE LORD CALLED THEM THERE

We call them ALSO-!!! NOTHING ELSE-!!! Why should we? It may take a while to DIGEST - but "WE!" are the ONLY "FRIENDS!" they and the JEWS OF TEL AVIV - HAVE-!!!

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

(1) The BOOKS of ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL-DANIEL - all the "LESSER PROPHETS!" and end up with REVELATIONS!
(2) What does God say about "HIS PEOPLE!"-??? Not very COMPLIMENTARY - is it? Ending up with "THE MOST TERRIBLE THREATENING EVER BORNE TO MAN!" EW 254.
GC 449. SR 383.

WE SEE IT - AND WE BELIEVE IT-!!!

(3) We take our LIFE and LIBERTIES in our hands - to tell them what is COMING ON THEM-!!!
(4) NO ONE ELSE WILL DO IT-!!! Do not care a WHOO! what happens to THEM! They may not see it "TODAY!" But we are "THE ONLY FRIENDS THEY HAVE-!!!"
(5) NOAH TOLD THEM - did they LISTEN-???
(6) LOT WARNED THEM - did it do any GOOD-???
(7) GOD'S SON CAME - they CRUCIFIED HIM-!!!-!!!
(8) THEIR LEADERS WILL NOT WARN THEM-!!!
(9) THEY ARE IN A TRAP-!!!
(10) We are the only ones who tell them - "GET OUT OF THERE!"

THIS IS EZEKIEL 9:4 TO 10.

THIS IS T5:211.
HAVE THE BOOKS BEEN CHANGED—???

MOSES and PHARAOH. "LET MY PEOPLE GO!"

YOU KNOW THE STORY. WE TAKE IT FROM THE "RED SEA!"

PHARAOH'S EGYPTIAN ARMY OF 600 "IRON CHARIOTS" -

had ISRAEL in a HOPELESS TRAP—!!! The "CLOUD!" of "THICK
DARKNESS!" caused the EGYPTIAN HORDES to HALT for the
NIGHT. But the same CLOUD gave "LIGHT!" to ISRAEL. YOU
KNOW THE STORY.

OR DO YOU—???. THERE ARE TWO STORIES:

"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" - BOOK (1) - 1870.

"IN THE MORNING, as they came up to the SEA, Lo, there was
a DRY PATH, the WATERS were divided, and stood like a WALL
upon either side, and the Children of ISRAEL were HALF WAY
through the SEA, walking on DRY LAND."

(AND SO— WHAT DID THE EGYPTIANS DO?)

"THEY WAITED AWHILE to decide what course they had better
pursue. They were DISAPPOINTED and ENRAGED, that, as the
HEBREWS were ALMOST in their power, and they were SURE-
OF- THEM, an UNEXPECTED WAY WAS OPENED FOR THEM IN
THE SEA. They decided to follow them. "And the EGYPTIANS
PURSUED and went in after them, to the midst of the SEA,
even ALL PHARAOH'S HORSES, his CHARIOTS, and his HORSE-
MEN. And it came to pass, that in the MORNING WATCH the
Lord...took OFF THEIR CHARIOT WHEELS, that they drave
HEAVILY: so that the EGYPTIANS said, "LET US FLEE—!!!" SOP
1:209.

THIS IS NOT A COMPLETE STUDY

of this question and all the RAMIFICATIONS. This is just to
cover ONE—MAIN—POINT - were the BOOKS CHANGED—???. DO
WE HAVE TO APOLOGIZE TO A HIGHER LAODICEAN COURT?
BEG PARDON FOR A WASTED LIFE—???

WAS JEFF REICH JUSTIFIED IN

PRINTING DAVE FIEDLER'S FIDDLING AND SNEERING AND
FINDING FAULT AND CONDEMNING AND ACCUSING AND
EVERYTHING THESE LAODICEAN UPSTARTS DO WHICH THEY
SAY "SHOULD NOT BE DONE!" BUT they DO them and "THEY!"
do
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not intend to BACK-TRACK but intend to BURY US-!!! They have us HALF-BURIED ALREADY! LET'S SEE IF WE CAN GET OUT OF IT-!!!

WE COMPARE WHAT WE JUST PRINTED

FROM THE ORIGINAL 1870 "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK (1) -
WE COMPARE THAT WITH "Patriarchs and Prophets"
printed (20 YEARS LATER!) - 1890.

YOU SEE THAT IN THE NEW INDEX -
PRINTED FRONT AND BACK COVERS - 2 INDEXES - 6 TIMES!
Kind of "AUTHENTIC-???" - don't you think-??? That "Patriarchs and Prophets" - was 20 YEARS LATER as it
BRANCHES OFF from "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK (1) - 1870.

LET'S SEE IF THEY WILL TRY
TO WIGGLE OUT OF IT SOMEHOW - A "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" IS SKILLED AT "WIGGLING!" They will WIGGLE once
too often!

THEY PUT IN THEIR PP 287:

NOT-THE-SAME-AS-IN-THE-ORIGINAL-BOOK-BUT:

TRICK or TREAT - ???

DID THE LORD "TRICK" the EGYPTIAN ARMY into the RED
SEA? SO THEY DID NOT KNOW WHERE THEY WERE - ???
UNTIL THEY WERE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE RED SEA and then
the LORD turned the "SEARCH LIGHTS!" on them and the LORD
TRICKED: (AS "URIAH SMITH" SAYS!) TRICKED the PHARAOH'S
CHARIOTS AND THEIR HORSES AND "TREATED!" THEM TO A
DRINK OF WATER-!!!

OR SO IT READS:

"And it came to pass, that in the MORNING WATCH the LORD
looked unto the HOST of the EGYPTIANS through the PILLAR
OF FIRE of the Cloud, and TROUBLED the Host of the
EGYPTIANS...THE MYSTERIOUS CLOUD CHANGED to a "PILLAR
OF FIRE!" before their ASTONISHED EYES! The THUNDERS
PEALED, and the LIGHTNINGS FLASHED...The EGYPTIANS were
seized with CONFUSION and DISMAY. Amid the WRATH of the
ELEMENTS, in which they hear the VOICE of an ANGRY GOD,
they endeavored to RETRACE their steps, and FLEE to the
shore they had quituted.
But MOSES stretched out his ROD, and the PILED-UP WATERS, HISSING, ROARING, and EAGER for their PREY, RUSHED TOGETHER, and SWALLOWED the EGYPTIAN ARMY in their BLACK DEPTHS."

(OONE GOOD LIE DESERVES ANOTHER:)

"AS MORNING BROKE, it REVEALED to the multitudes of ISRAEL all that remained of their mighty foes, - the MAIL-CLAD BODIES CAST upon the SHORE!" PP 287-8.

DO YOU SEE IT - ???

IN THE FIRST ACCOUNT - SOP 1:209 - "IN THE MORNING...!!!!"
they were very much ALIVE on the SHORE but:
IN THE SECOND ACCOUNT - PP 287 - "IN THE MORNING...!!!!"
they are very DEAD on the SHORE!

HOW DID THIS COME ABOUT -
Would DAVE FIEDLER or JEFF REICH like to tell us-???
Without SNEERING all the way through-???

COULD IT BE THAT URIAH SMITH -
looked at ELLEN WHITE'S ACCOUNT and concluded (as he did with MANY OTHER THINGS SHE WROTE-!!!) that this was IMPOSSIBLE-!!! IN NO WAY would the PHARAOH HORDES see the WATERS OF THE RED SEA PILED UP - and they be so "FOOL-HARDY!" as to go right into the TRAP-!!! NO WAY-!!!

BUT CAREFUL READING OF THE BIBLE ITSELF -
reveals that this is EXACTLY what they DID! HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THE HORDES (TWO CITIES!) built OUTSIDE of the ARK - ready to rush in if a FLOOD CAME - but NOT ONE DID! NOT ONE went OUT of SODOM and GOMORRHAH and rushed OUT with LOT and his TWO DAUGHTERS. NOT ONE! Could an entire people be so STUBBORN-??? And now, let us come a little CLOSER - could ADVENTISM be so BLIND and STUBBORN to fail to accept the LAST MESSAGE-??? THEY CHANGED THE WRITINGS to fool the NAIVE and the SIMPLE - that they will see them through - but is that just so much WIND-???
"EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE will be blowing-!!!" T5:80.
"THIS EXHIBITION OF GOD'S POWER
only INCREASED their feelings of REBELLION, THEY had SO LONG RESISTED such manifestation, that they were HARD-ENED; and in their BLINDNESS, RUSHED INTO THE PATH that GOD had MIRACULOUSLY PREPARED for his people. THEN were fulfilled the words which the Lord spake to MOSES, "And against all the gods of EGYPT, I will execute JUDGMENT! I am "THE LORD--!!" THE JUDGMENT of God was manifested in the UTTER DESTRUCTION of the EGYPTIAN HOST--!!!" SOP 1:220.

THEY HAD TO REACH THEIR GRIMEY PAWS
IN THERE AND CHANGE THAT IN PP 290. (I hope this does not give DAVE FIEDLER A "HEART ARREST!") That his "BELOVED!" LEADERSHIP - his "CHURCH HAD NEVER ERRED, NOR WOULD IT EVER ERR, according to the scriptures! (MEANING OF "PERFECTIONISM!" that is as "MIND-WEAKENING!" to entertain such NOTIONS - as is "SPIRITUALISM!" In a SELF-INDUCED TRANCE!) (EW 101,123.) GC 57. (By "SUCH SENSELESS MUMMY!" did "ROME FILL HER COFFERS!" Your GC 59 (63).

WE PUT THE SHOE ON THE OTHER FOOT!
If you cannot see the DIFFERENCE between PHARAOH'S 600 "IRON CHARIOTS!" - "IN THE MORNING!" - being ALIVE and WELL in 1870 SOP 1:209 and "IN THE MORNING!" being DEAD and "CAST UPON THE SHORE!" 1890 PP 287-8. Then you are FOR SURE - as "WEAK-MINDED!" as the MANIPULATORS of "LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS" - FALL 1993 p.21.

ARE WE FINISHED-???
We have written on this MANY TIMES as only ONE of 100 OTHER MAJOR CHANGES made by the "URIAH SMITH GANG OF FIVE." But this "JEFF REICH GANG OF FALL 1993!" is MUCH WORSE! They need not stand up with SUB-MACHINE GUNS READY TO CUT-US-DOWN-!!! Being too "BLIND!" REV. 3:17. DA 300,475. Being too "DUMB!" T5:211. To "UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:10.

TO UNDERSTAND WHAT - ???
URIAH SMITH and COHORTS - PAST and PRESENT - do not UNDERSTAND that if the EGYPTIAN HORDES had moved into the MIDDLE of the RED SEA by being "TRICKED!" by the LORD - if they did not move in with their EYES-WIDE-OPEN as the
ORIGINAL BOOK SAID — just ANOTHER EVIDENCE of PHARAOH'S FAILURE TO GRASP that he was SUBJECT to a "MIRACLE—WORKING GOD!" who would REMOVE ONE WHEEL OFF THE IRON CHARIOTS — so they would go NOWHERE!" Just like the WHITE—WASH ARTISTS will have ONE—OF—THEIR—WHEELS—TAKEN—OFF!!! THE LAODICEAN SCOW IS SO FAR DOWN THE BABYLON RIVER! IT IS AT THE POINT OF "NO RETURN!!"

AT MIDNIGHT!!!

"I lately read of a NOBLE SHIP that was plowing its way across the sea, when at "MIDNIGHT!" with a TERRIFIC CRASH! it struck upon a ROCK; the passengers were "AWAKENED!" (A REAL "AWAKENING!") only to see WITH HORROR (THE STUPID "ROGERITE!" — "WILL ROSS STATEMENT—???") to see WITH HORROR their HOPELESS CONDITION, and with the SHIP they SANK — TO—RISE—NO—MORE! THE MAN (FOLKENBERG!) at the helm had MISTAKEN THE BEACON LIGHT, and HUNDREDS of SOULS were at a MOMENT'S WARNING LAUNCHED INTO ETERNITY!" SM 2:128.

THE MORAL OF THIS STORY—???

GET OFF WHILE THE GETTING OFF IS GOOD!!! Or you will be SUCKED UNDER by the "UNDER—TOW!" "JOIN!" ANOTHER "MOVEMENT!" — 1884 GC 296 (464). Find the "PROCESSION!" of COL 406 that the "WISE!" join. The word is there: "JOIN!"

BUT THE HAPPY GANG —

is using every sort of "SUBTERFUGE!" to keep from OBEYING "THE WORD OF GOD!"

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
UPDATE - DECEMBER 26, 1993

IN OUR ONGOING WORK OF:
(1) SHOWING THEM "ALL!" THEIR "ABOMINATIONS!"
(2) WITHOUT WHICH - WE WILL NOT BE "SEALED!"
(3) "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. RH 2:49.
(4) Those who are "INDIFFERENT!" T1:180-1.
(5) AND "COULDN'T-CARE-LESS!" ("CARELESS!")
(6) Their case is "HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

THERE ARE SO FEW:
THAT WILL DO THAT - just about "NONE!" And I looked for "A MAN!" among them - and there was "NONE!" Isa. 41:28. Eze. 22:30. In this period of "TIME!" the "MEN!" couldn't stand the STENCH - and they had all obeyed the:

MIDNIGHT CRY:
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

◇◇◇◇◇◇

THERE ARE SOME WHO SHOW THEM:
"SOME ABOMINATIONS!" - but not "ALL!" They pick and choose what will NOT DEVASTATE their "MAILING LIST!" so they PICK and CHOOSE what they will EXPOSE (PROVIDING IT IS POPULAR!) and others they will "SHOW THEM!" - over their DEAD BODY-!!! and it will be "OVER THEIR DEAD BODY!!"

THIS IS BECOMING MORE APPARENT EVERY PASSING DAY-!!!
"IN WHAT WAY?" you ask? WE ARE BEING ASTOUNDED-!!! At how many - OVERNIGHT-!!! Are picking up the CRAZIEST DOCTRINES-!!! REALLY CRAZY! NEVER HEARD BEFORE-!!! Of course this did not develop OVERNIGHT-!!! It has been an ONGOING THING-!!! THE LORD SAYS, "HE WILL CHOOSE!" their DELUSIONS! They have been coming at you since the self-confessed "AWAKENING!" appeared over the ADVENTIST HORIZON! Some DELUSIONS were WHOLESALE! But they were pretty well UNITED IN THEM!

BUT WE HAVE SOMETHING NEW NOW:
THE FORMER LEADERS - one by one - are going BANANAS! They are starting (DID I SAY: "STARTING-???") It is FAR PAST THE "STARTING!!" STAGE - it is going "HOT AND HEAVY!!"
THE CHURCH STARTED SOME OF IT:

By that "ISSUES!" publication — they were so TERRIFIED — as they OPENLY WRITE NOW!!! Some are "ORDAINING!" ELDERS! This is something "NEW!" This is doing exactly as EW 69 SAYS!

"IN-THE-DAY-OF-THE-LORD!"

"I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be "ADVENTISTS!"...and saw that they were "CRUMBLING!" and that the HAND of the LORD was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them "NOW!" - in the "GATHERING TIME!" (SEALING TIME!) (READ ON! EW 69.)

EW 124-5

The Lord makes certain REQUIREMENTS — which they are FIGHTING TOOTH AND NAIL!!! God says on this PAGE (EW 124-5) and on the other PAGE (EW 69) as does the "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE!" But which they have been THOROUGHLY "BRAINWASHED!" NOT-TO-DO!!! "SEPARATE!" Find the word "SEPARATE!" in every one of these REFERENCES — EW 69. EW 124-5. COL 406.

"SEPARATE!"

But as long as "SEBASTIAN BEGUÉE FROOM!" and "DOG-CATCHER ROY A. ANDERSON!" WERE ALIVE — they held them in some sort of "UNITY!" But the BREAK-UP was INEVITABLE as spelled out in EW 69 "IN-THE-DAY-OF-THE-LORD!"

WHEN THEIR HAIR IS BEGINNING TO STAND ON END —

as to what the "NATIONS!" are about to do and which the LORD WILL NOT-PERMIT-AND-IS-PLEDGED-TO-STOP!!! They are only allowed to go SO FAR — and NO FURTHER! As in the days before the destruction of "JERUSALEM!" the UNHOLY CITY — history is to be REPEATED! There will be "ASSASSINA-

TIONS!" DA 628-636, 739. RH 3:336-8, 343-4, 365-6. RH 4:156, 341-2. This will bring on a "SUDDEN CRISIS!" Where we will be "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412.

ADVENTISTS WILL SOMEHOW BE INVOLVED —

SERVES THEM RIGHT!!! THEY ARE WORKING AT IT DAY AND NIGHT TO BE "IN COMMON!" with the other CHURCHES! We documented this ever since R&H — December 18, 1969. p.20.
IT SEEMS NO ONE WILL REPEAT IT!

They would sooner HOLLER at "ROMANISM!" as every good JEW SHOULD DO-!!! To take away what THEY are up to-!!! RIGHT IN OUR MIDST and to this day-!!!

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE YOU - !!!

IN OUR CHURCH OR OUT OF THE CHURCH - did you know she said "but the END (OF THE JEWISH NATION AS A NATION!) is not yet." DA 628-9. Then she continued to show what "SIGNS!" will come IN-THE-FUTURE! as "SIGNS OF THEIR DESTRUCTION!" DA 629. THIS IS SO CONTRARY TO WHAT THIS CHURCH AND OTHER CHURCHES ARE TEACHING - ESPECIALLY UNDER JEW FOLKENBERG AND JEW GOLDSTEIN AND SOME LAODICEAN JEW TOOK THE WORD "JEW!" OUT OF DA 628 (IN SOME BOOKS IT IS 629) so that we are NOT-TO-KNOW what is "COMING!" in the "FUTURE!" NOT SUITABLE FOR SOME OTHER JEWS-!!! Who want the "JEWS!" (ZIONISTS!) to be "VICTORIOUS!" WILL THEY BE - ???

WE LOOKED "FOR A MAN!"

That would document that - and we found "NONE!" We only found the "JEWS WHO LIE AND ARE NOT!" Rev. 3:9 who will yet be "MADE TO BOW!" at the PHILADELPHIAN FEET and CONFESS that we were RIGHT and they were WRONG! EW 30.

WHY DO WE QUOTE EW 30 and NOT the BIBLE-???

Look it up and see - IT-IS-THE-BIBLE-!!! WITH PERHAPS MORE LIGHT WITH IT-!!! SUCH ADVANCED LIGHT AS HAS NEVER BEEN GIVEN IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD-!!! TOGETHER WITH: "...the most terrible THREATENING ever borne to MAN!" EW 254. GC 449. SR 383.

AND THAT THING YOU CALL "THE EDITOR!"

OF YOUR "ADVENTIST REVIEW!" only knows to get a MESS of LAODICEANS to help him give some TEAR-JERKING YARN (TRUE OR FALSE!) about how PRECIOUS to him is the "WORLD'S AND BAAL'S - CHRIST-MASS!" and not telling the TRUTH about what SR. WHITE WROTE in "THE ADVENTIST HOME!" NOT TO SPEND "ONE CENT!" ON THE "X-MASS!" And put money on a TREE was a CHALLENGE-!!! NOT A LICENSE-!!! DO IT ONCE - and you'll never do it again-!!! (SEE the "ORIGINAL!" of "ADVENTIST HOME!")
DO YOU ADVENTIST BUY "CIGARS!"
FOR GRANDPA-???
A BOTTLE FOR UNCLE-???
A GRAPH SHOWS "THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY!" has MORE FIRES - MORE HOSPITAL CASES FROM OVEREATING! DAD GETS SO "JOLLY" there are more DIVORCES FILED AFTER THIS "JOLLY SEASON!" than any other period of the YEAR! TEN TIMES MORE-!!! (TODAY IT WOULD BE MORE "AIDS!")

SANTA
\[\text{\textbackslash violence}\]
SATAN

BUT THE IDIOTS HAVE TO MATCH THE WORLD OR EVEN LEAD THEM! TO BE "IN COMMON!" WITH THEM-!!! GC 445. (READ BEFORE AND AFTER!) 1884 GC 278. How much do you have to "UNLEARN?" EW 67,63. T6:133.

THE OBJECT OF THIS PAPER -
WAS TO SHOW THAT THE LEADERS OF THIS CHURCH (ENGINEERED BY FROOM AND ANDERSON) - was to make a "POPULAR" RELIGION - they tried by using "BILLY GRAHAM METHODS" - they FAILED - to try to tie the THIRD ANGEL with BABYLON - will never work. CHRIST HIMSELF COULD NOT DO IT - HIS RELIGION WAS NOT POPULAR THEN - and will not be POPULAR NOW-!!!

WHAT IS POPULAR -
AND WHAT FROOM AND ANDERSON MADE POPULAR -
was by sending UP-AND-COMING "MINISTERIAL HOPEFULS" to the other SEMINARIES to obtain DEGREES and reward them by giving them a BIGGER CHURCH! to instill the BABYLON DOCTRINES they spend YEARS IMBIBING - and instead of giving them a BIGGER CHURCH and HIGHER WAGES as a REWARD!

SHOULD HAVE BEEN FIRED ON-THE-SPOT-!!!

\[\text{\textbackslash violence}\]
THE DEVIL HAS LEARNED BY 6,000 YEARS OF SCHEMING - to counter every last thing that GOD HAS SAID - so INSIDIOUS that only the WIDE AWAKE will see it.
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WHY MAKE A RAID ON ROMANISM-???
WHEN PROTESTANTISM IS FOREMOST-!!!

4 TIMES: "THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES!"
4 TIMES: "WILL BE FOREMOST IN STRETCHING THEIR
4 TIMES: "HANDS ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND
4 TIMES: "OF SPIRITUALISM!" GC 588.
4 TIMES: "SHE WILL REACH OVER THE ABYSS TO CLASP
4 TIMES: "HANDS WITH THE ROMAN POWER!" 1884 GC

1884 GC 277,278,405. 1888 GC 588. 1911 GC 440,444,
445,588. MAGEN 1,2. TM 112. CWE 64-5. MARANATHA
190 to 221,241-3.

"PROTESTANTISM!" will be "FOREMOST!" IN NO WAY CAN
THAT BE "ROMANISM!" AN OCEAN APART! IT MIGHT BE SAID
"ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTIS-
M in the NEW!" 1884 GC 445. GC 616.

BUT WE MUST CONSIDER TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES!
THE "TIME!" is the WIND-UP OF EARTH'S AFFAIRS - the "TIME!"
of the "SEALING!" and the "CLOSE OF PROBATION!"

THE FIRST THING A COURT WANTS TO KNOW: "WHO STARTED
IT-???
1884 GC 405 and GC 588 - "THE PROTESTANTS of
the UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST!"

"PROTESTANTISM!" is the "AGGRESSOR!" - "THE PRIME
MOVER!" "PROTESTANTISM!" MOVES to SOLICIT the HELP of
"SPIRITUALISM!" ALL CHURCHES have been trying to "GET THE
POWER!" But who gets it-??? In this VITAL QUESTION - the
"CHANGERS!" in the Temple would like to HEAP EVERYTHING
ON "ROMANISM!" And we could take up a lot of TIME and
SPACE to "PROVE!" (THAT-THE-BOOKS-WERE-CHANGED!) But
that is NOT the burden for ONE-SHEET-OF-PAPER! THERE IS A
NEW "INDEX!" to ADD to the SET OF 3. ANN OBTAINED THAT
FOR US and this is the ANSWER:
"OUR NATION...PROTESTANTISM"
shall stretch HER hand across the Gulf to GRASP the hand of
the Roman Power, when SHE shall reach over the Abyss to
CLASP HANDS with Spiritualism...THE TIME HAS COME FOR
THE MARVELOUS WORKING OF SATAN AND THAT THE END IS

WE SPENT A WHOLE DAY TO PROVE THAT POINT. (Feb. 15,
1994.) EVEN IF THE WHOLE ADVENTIST WORLD IS GOING
crazy pointing at "Romanism!" "The Protestants
of the
UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST...!!!" MARANATHA 190.
THAT is NOT "The Papacy!" and NEVER-WILL-BE-!!! It could
be said we have PROVEN-OUR-POINT!

BUT HAVE WE - ??? YES and NO!

WHY DO WE SAY "YES!" and "NO!" Because "WE HAVE FAR
MORE TO FEAR FROM WITHIN THAN FROM WITHOUT. The Hin-
Drances to Strength and Success are far greater FROM
THE CHURCH ITSELF than from THE WORLD-!!!" RH 2:121.
March 22, 1887.

WE ARE DEALING WITH "BILL WOODWARDS!"

"3-FROG MESSAGES!"
"MANY will stand in (Catholics?) IN OUR PULPITS with the
TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in THEIR HANDS - KINDLED from
the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. "ARE INVITING THE

IT IS THE "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" EW 88,263.
IT IS POWERED BY "SPIRITUALISM!" By "MIRACLES!" SM 2:54.
By those who have "DEPARTED from the "FAITH!" and they will
"SEEMINGLY!" bring down "FIRE" OUT OF HEAVEN!" SM 2:54.

AGAIN - NOT THE "BEAST!" BUT WILL "AMAZE! -
"By the MEANS of those MIRACLES which he had POWER to do
IN THE SIGHT-OF THE BEAST!" REV. 13:14. MARANATHA

{ Insert Page Two }
164. SM 3:408 tells us those who have the SATAN INSPIRED ASSURANCE OF SALVATION! (3 TIMES IN THAT SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER!) (GC 560-1.) SM 3:114,353,408,414. GC 441-2. 553,612. 443. 449-9. GC 7:911. Ev. 700. GC 624. SM 2:49,51. PK 605-6. (ALL the above REFERENCES were taken from the INDEXES!)

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ -

(A) "PROTESTANTISM" of the "UNITED STATES!" is "FOREMOST!"
(B) "SHE" will reach over the ABYSS to clasp "SPIRITUALISM!"
(C) "SHE" will "SOLICIT" - "PAPISTS!" 1884 GC 425. GC 607.
(D) "SHE" (ADVENTISM-WILSON) put close to a MILLION $’s
(E) at ROME’S DISPOSAL. When the POPE went across CANADA -
(F) HUNDREDS of WOMEN held out their CRIPPLED BABIES
(G) for the "PAPAL BLESSING!" You could see IN HIS EYES
(H) HIS PROFOUNDED EAGER DESIRE TO "HEAL" THEM!
(I) HE COULD NOT! IF HE COULD HAVE DONE "ONE!" THEY
(J) WOULD HAVE MOBBED HIM BY THE "THOUSANDS!" THAT IS
(K) WHY HE WILL STAND "AMAZED!" "ASTOUNDED!" WHEN
ADVENTISM
(L) WILL PERFORM "MIRACLES!" - "IN THE SIGHT-OF-THE-
BEAST!"
(M) (THE "BEAST!" IS NOT DOING IT! IT IS DONE IN HIS
"SIGHT!")
(N) REV. 13:14. GC 612,553. (430,372.) So what is all this
(O) HOLLERING about "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMAN-
ISM!"
(P) Is that a TRICK of the DEVIL to take our EYES away
(Q) from "ADVENTISM". Who is "FOREMOST!" in bringing in
(R) "SPIRITUALISM-!!" SPIRITUALISTS had "LOVE ABOVE
LAW!"
(S) LONG AGO. Then it was "UNLIMITED!" NOW "UNCONDI-
TIONAL!"
(T) LOOK UP "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER IN ANY EDITION OF
GC.
(U) We have proven beyond the SHADOW of a DOUBT - that
ADVENTISM
(V) and AFFILIATES are all "HAY-WIRE!" in "COMING
EVENTS!"
(W) They THINK they are going to be GLORIFIED before men.

{Insert Page Three}
(X) Not the SLIGHTEST THOUGHT of "FLEETING!" to any WILDERNESS!
(Y) TO COMPROMISE they will keep SUNDAY. GC 608. (426.)
(Z) THEY, with their CATHOLIC LAWYERS - will pass the "DEATH DECREES" MAGEN 1,2.

HOW DO THEY GET AWAY WITH THEIR "RAKETEERING?"
BECAUSE OF THEIR "DUMB DOG" PREACHERS. T5:211. "THE WORLD" IS NOT THAT "CRAZY!" "...and those who are "CHARMED!" with them NOW, (Or pay them their TITHE NOW!) or give them the LEAST COUNTENANCE NOW! will be all READY to ACT a PART with the DEVIL THEN...FIRE...FROM HEAVEN...
MIRACLES..THE SPIRIT OF GOD IS BEING WITHDRAWN-!!! SM 2:51.

GOD'S COMMAND: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" (B7:63-4.)

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" never said to "LEAVE THE CHURCH?" WHY DID THEY TRY SO HARD TO GET RID OF SERIES B 7:63-4. (???) "I am now giving the MESSAGE GOD-HAS-GIVEN-ME-!!!"..."COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" else their SIN in JUSTIFYING WRONGS and FRAMING DECEITS will CONTINUE to be the RUIN OF SOULS!" B7:64.

GO BACK TO THE CHURCH IN THIS HOUR OF THE "OMEGA?" YOU WILL DESERVE ANY PLAGUES THAT YOU WILL GET-!!!

(JAMES WHITE:) "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE WAS, and still is - A WARNING to the Saints to "HOLD FAST!" - and NOT GO BACK, and "RECEIVE!" the MARKS which the Virgin Band GOT RID OF, during the SECOND ANGEL'S CRY!" "A WORD TO THE "LITTLE FLOCK." p.11. (They REFUSED to print these 30 pages for 25 YEARS!)

AND WHEN THEY DID - they messed them up!

THIS IS NEEDED NOW-!!!

FREE! ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD - 8 COPIES.
150 COPIES TO U.S.A. - $3.00 U.S.
TO CANADA 150 COPIES - $5.00 U.S.
OTHER COUNTRIES - $7.00 U.S.

{ Insert Page Four }
FOLKENBERG AND "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!"

THE PROPHET HAGGAI 2:10-13

If one that is "HOLY!" touch anything - does that make it "HOLY?" "And the PRIESTS answered and said, "NO!" "Then said HAGGAI, if one that is UNCLEAN...TOUCH any of these, shall it be UNCLEAN? And the PRIESTS answered and said, IT SHALL BE "UNCLEAN!"

FOLKENBERG AND HIS MINIONS -

are making a BIG DRIVE in 1994 - to get "OFFSHOOTS!" to come BACK into COMMUNION. JOHNSSON in his "ADVENTIST REVIEW" - January 20, 1994 p.8 featured under the MISNOER "DEVOTIONALI" SHARON CRESS - coordinator for "SHEPHERD-ESS INTERNATIONAL" General Conference - Pastor's Wives are to tell their Husbands a STRING-OF-LIES! "JESUS...leads EACH ONE in "VICTORY!" and "SUCCESS!"

(HE DOES - DOES HE - ???)

I have been HORRIFIED for 60 YEARS: "ANGELS OF GOD "LEFT!"...HIS ANGELS "LEFT!" those who made "NO EFFORT TO HELP THEMSELVES, and I lost sight of them!" EW 270. "Some had been SHAKEN OUT and LEFT...THE CARELESS AND IN-DIFFERENT!" EW 271. "LEAVING these...to the CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187. (THEY DID NOT WIN - LIE #1.)

LIE #2

"CHURCH must be the place with plenty of room for "LOSERS!" ...Jesus has provided AN OPEN DOOR!" (THREE TIMES!) (EMPHASIS MINE THROUGHOUT!) (HERE SHE STEALS A REFERENCE FROM BEAUTIFUL "PHILADELPHIA!" REV 3:8 and hands it to OLD DRUG-SHOT-!!!)

(THERE IS NO SIGN - NEVER-!!!)

NO PLACE IN THE BIBLE - NO PLACE IN THE TESTIMONIES - of any "OPEN DOOR!" to the "SYNAGOGUE!" of TM 16. COL 186, 190. ED. 79.

"IT WILL DEMAND A CHURCH - WILLING TO COMPROMISE..." p.9.

(OH BOY! WHAT NEXT-???)

"JESUS IS READY TO LEAD US OUT "TRIUMPHANT!" (TO PLEASE FOLKENBERG)...the "SURETY!" of our "SALVATION!" p.10. (And for good measure - "...a TRIUMPHAL MARCH TOWARD HOME! OUR VICTORY IS ASSURED-!!! p.8.) (AND NOT LISTEN TO "SHRILL CALLS FOR REPENTANCE AND REFORM..." p.8.) (With a great deal of DOUBLE-TALK, OF COURSE. But

*** Insert Page A ***
above all - do not let yourself be "DISTRACTED!" from the
SURETY of your TRIUMPHAL GOAL!" (AND TO CLINCH THE JOB - "BLESSED ASSURANCE!" $6.95 book by JOHNSON - 99c.
ABC, P.O. Box 1119, Hagerstown, MD 21741. 1-800-765-6955.)

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!"

STARTS OUT WITH THE VERY SAME IDEA. "JERUSALEM. FAIR
AND PEACEFUL IS THE SCENE...ISRAEL'S CAPITAL. The Daugh-
ter of Zion seems in her pride to say, "I SIT A QUEEN, and
shall see no sorrow;" as lovely NOW, and deeming herself as
SECURE in Heaven's favor (17)...THE PERFECTION OF BEAUTY"
it stands, the PRIDE of the JEWISH NATION (18)..."O JERU-
SALEM, JERUSALEM, thou that KILLEST the PROPHETS, and
STONEST them which are sent unto thee (21)...JESUS,
LOOKING DOWN TO THE LAST GENERATION, saw...a DECEPTION
SIMILAR...(22)..."YOUR HOUSE IS LEFT UNTO YOU DESOLATE!"
(25)..."THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" (26)...called a
CRAZED ALARMIST!" (27)...they BRIBED FALSE PROPHETS!"
SIGNS AND WONDERS APPEARED...A COMET...MYSTERIOUS
VOICES...FOR SEVEN YEARS (31)..."WOE!"..."WOE!"..."WOE!"
FAM;NE and PESTILENCE (33)...BLOOD FLOWED DOWN THE
TEMPLE STEPS...FIRE...BLAZED LIKE A VOLCANO!" (35)...IS TO
HAVE ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which that TERRIBLE SCENE
was but A FAINT SHADOW!" (37,441)...so He has warned HIS
PEOPLE...that all who will may FLEE!" (38) (THEY REACHED
THEIR GRIMY PAWS IN THERE AND CHANGED IT IN YOUR BOOK TO:

"THE WORLD!" (37) (MAYBE NOW IT WON'T HAPPEN-???)

OUR SPACE IS GONE. IF FOLKENBERG'S GANG IS "CLEAN!"
WILL that make the UNCLEAN "OFFSHOOTS!" CLEAN? Or as in
OLD JERUSALEM will they be the CAUSE of REVOLT-
INSURRECTION-???

* * * * * * *

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. 1884 GC 296. "AT
MIDNIGHT THE CRY..."GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406.
(THE WISE:) "JOINED THE THRONG...and the DOOR WAS
SHUT!" (THE FOOLISH:) WENT TO BUY! THE
"PROCESSION!" MOVED ON!" (SATAN WAS TRYING:) "HIS
EVERY ART to hold them WHERE THEY WERE, UNTIL THE
SEALING WAS PAST, and they LEFT...without a SHELTER...IN
THE SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!" EW 44. (IF OUT - DO YOU GO
BACK IN?)

*** Insert Page B ***
WHO WILL NOT SEE IT—???
"THE WICKED SHALL "DO!" WICKEDLY; and NONE (NOT ONE!) OF THE WICKED SHALL UNDERSTAND!" DANIEL 12:10. PK 516.

SO HERE YOU WERE - BLAMING YOURSELF -
- if they did not UNDERSTAND. But during the 1,000 YEARS as you look up the RECORDS (VIDEOS) you will UNDERSTAND why they have NO USE FOR THE TRUTH—!!!

SO THIS PAPER IS MEANT TO BE:
AN "EYE-OPENER!" as to why the ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP has been ELEVATING IN OFFICE the "LOWEST OF THE PEOPLE!"
1 KINGS 12:31; 13:33. 2 KINGS 17:32.

"RUN YE TO AND FRO THROUGH
THE STREETS OF "JERUSALEM!" and see now and know,...if ye can find "A MAN!" if there be ANY that executeth JUDGMENT, that seeketh "THE TRUTH!" Jer. 5:1. "...but I found "NONE!"
Eze. 22:30. "...and there was NO MAN...that...COULD ANSWER A WORD!" Behold, they are all VANITY...NOTHING...WIND and CONFUSION!" Isa. 41:28-9. "...and they shall be ASHAMED TOGETHER!" Isa. 44:11. "...ONE MAN AMONG A THOUSAND HAVE I FOUND!" Eccl. 7:28.

WILL GOD FIND THAT MANY -
IN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH LEADERSHIP - OR WILL THERE BE "NOT ONE?" I found a statement in the SOP and PRINTED IT and then I lost it and could not find it again - I asked if anyone remembers it - and no one answered.

IT SAID:
ONE OUTSTANDING THING if and when we get to heaven - as we look around who is SAVED - ???. ONE DEVASTATING FACT: "FEW CHURCH LEADERS!" will be there—!!!

SO WHY DO YOU HONOR THEM—???
IF HEAVEN DOES NOT—???. WANT SOMETHING TO JAR YOUR TEETH—???. TRY T5:80 and look back and forth with 81. How does GOD regard your Leader-SHIP—???

- 34 -
NOTICE this is looking FORWARD to "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME!" When "TREES WITHOUT FRUIT!" are "CUT DOWN!" And the "GOLD!" had already LEFT-THE-CHURCH-!!! NOTHING BUT "DROSS!!" LEFT in spite of what STANDISH and WIELAND can do to bring about a "REFORMATION FROM BAD TO WORSE!" (LEFT OUT OF EW 45 abut found in PT 22 and is why we RE-PRINTED PT 22 and 32 as the most IMPORTANT PAGES of the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES. LOOK FOR IT - you may have one.) "The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were NOT reformation from ERROR to TRUTH; but from BAD to WORSE!" PRESENT TRUTH 22. RH 1:9. T5:690. TM 336.

IF WE DO NOT SEE IT GETTING WORSE AND WORSE in spite of the CONSORTIUMS that are trying to prove ELLEN WHITE WRONG-!!! (AND GOD HIMSELF!) By saying they will BLAST THROUGH SOME "LIGHT!!" into the "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!!" that COL 414 (423) says is "IMPENETRABLE-!!!" So why but your head against a BRICK WALL - ????

AND REFUSE THE LORD'S SOLUTION: "GET OUT OF THERE-!!!" - "SEPARATION-!!!" Let them go to "HELL!!" (SR. WHITE IN R&H AUG. 1, 1893. BOOK 3:69. READ ALL OF IT!) We still have a few copies left.

WE ARE THE ONLY REAL "FRIENDS!!"

THE JEWS AND THE ADVENTISTS HAVE - we tell them what is coming - so "GET-OUT-OF-THERE-!!!" Do not fly in the face of GOD'S TRUTH - but "GET-OUT-OF-THERE-!!!"

NOT SOME FALSE "DUMB!!" "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" where there is NONE-!!! ARE YOU BLIND-?? ?? Is GOD not going to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS!" - ?? ?

BECAUSE THEY "SEPARATED!"

AND STANDISH-WIELAND-TUCKER in going to "REFORM!" them from "WITHIN!!" HOW ARE THEY GOING ABOUT THIS "REFORMATION-???"

TEACHING THE SAME AS THEY DO-???

THAT IS THE CRUX OF THE WHOLE MATTER!
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Let's go BACK and look at their TEACHING - 1993. Did they "REFORM!" ANYTHING-??? What would they not TOUCH - with a "10-FOOT POLE-???", Not ready to TOUCH it yet - 1994-???

"INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!"

THE FIRST THING THESE GENTRY WILL NOT TOUCH - in this "SHAKING-TESTING!" TIME - the "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES!" IS "THE SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST MINISTRY!" - is that not what we read in T5:80-1. (???) "INDEPENDENT OF GOD!" and what else-??? "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" and what else? If He cannot use them and if He has no use for them - and you are so BLIND you cannot see it - and give others "HOPE!" where there is NONE - !!! Why do you pay TITHE - to the DEVIL?

AS ANN HOEHN SAID - SPEAKING OF COL 154-5:

"THE ADVENTISTS HAVE AN INCURABLE DISEASE! ARE YOU ONE OF THEM-??? DO YOU HAVE IT TOO - ???"

LOOK AT EW 124-5. THE SAME AS:

DANIEL 12:10. WITH TAKING THEIR OWN PEOPLE TO CATHOLIC "LAW-!!!" and will yet "RAMIK THROUGH!" the ADVENTIST-CATHOLIC "DEATH DECREE-!!!" - (MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2). Those who do not PROTEST and "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" - will not be SEALED. Will not know what other TRUTH IS - this is the PROMISE in EW 124-5. But if "HIS CHILDREN!" face the WRATH of the ADVENTIST RABBLE-ROUSING UNION - and do God's will WARNING them of being LED ASTRAY by the TRADITIONS and "COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" T5:81. GOD WILL ALSO "(GIVE THEM!) TRUTHS that NONE of these PARTIES KNOW, neither will they UNDERSTAND things that are SEALED-UP-TO-THEM..." EW 124.

SUCH AS WHAT IS RUNNING RAMPANT

IN ADVENTISM AND SO-CALLED "DISSIDENTS!" and which WE KNEW when it first SURFACED - that NOT ONE would "UNDER- STAND!" "DISSIDENTS!" being the WORST-!!! AS ALWAYS "A REFORMATION FROM BAD TO WORSE-!!!" PT 22.

WE HAD TO TURN -

from SNIPING at "ADVENTISTS!" - to SNIPING at "DISSIDENTS"

They are CRAZIER - than ANYBODY-!!! TAKE FOR INSTANCE: - 36 -
DAVID MOULD (JAMAICAN)

And his "BILLBOARD!" MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR DISPLAY NOISED AROUND THE WORLD — and other "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" getting on the SAME BAND WAGON — NO RESISTANCE! Just go along with what is POPULAR for the moment. WHO IS LEADING THAT CAMPAIGN — ???

A WHORE-MASTER! HE ADMITS HE IS A WHORE-MASTER!

And those who FINGERED HIM are "POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL!" NOT HIM — but THEM! Just in case you do not know what we are talking about — it is his MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR BILLBOARD CAMPAIGN to finger the "GREAT WHORE!" of the BOOK of REVELATIONS — the MAN that wears a SKIRT—!!!

THOSE WHO WERE CAUGHT UP IN THAT EXCITEMENT

WERE NEITHER TOO WISE NOR TOO KNOWLEDGEABLE! For "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" SAID NOT TO MAKE A "RAID AGAINST ROMANISM!" TM 112. For it would only bring on "A TIME OF TROUBLE!" VANCE FERRALL WAS RIGHT when he said "Let the BOOKS do it!" NOT A FORCED CONfrontATION — IMAGINE if you were BORN in a CATHOLIC FAMILY and ENVIRONMENT and these CRAZY PEOPLE would start this PUBLIC AGITATION—!!! And then selling the WRONG BOOK — but what do you expect from some one that does not know what BED to get INTO—???. And what about you people who FINANCED HIM — did you not see he was an UNPRINCIPLED AGITATOR — is that what you LIKE — that is what you GOT—!!! You still do not know the DIFFERENCE—???. So that the LAW may clamp down on all "ADVENTISTS!" WHAT A SWITCH—!!! ADVENTISTS calling in the ROMISH LAW to stop anyone using the NAME: "SEVENTH—DAY ADVENTISTS!" And "ROMAN CATHOLICS!" taking after "SEVENTH—DAY ADVENTISTS!" FRIENDS OR ENEMIES—???

ADVENTISTS trying to STOP ADVENTISTS by going "TO THE CATHOLICS!" as shown in DAVE MOULD'S GC 607—!!! MAGEN 1,2. ADVENTISTS being BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURTS (SERVES THEM RIGHT—!!!) for "HATE-MONGERING!" the CHURCHES and the WORLD!

"AS YE DO UNTO OTHERS — SO SHALL IT BE DONE TO YOU AGAIN!"

(KARMA — THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS—!!!)
AN ADVENTIST IN ONE JAIL CELL – ANOTHER ADVENTIST IN THE NEXT JAIL CELL—!!! ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES ANOTHER—!!!

TO REVIEW THIS SECTION:

DAVID MOULD (JAMAICAN) – puts up BILLBOARDS for the purpose of "POPE—BASHING!" – noised around the world. ADVENTISTS EVERYWHERE JOINED THE MOVEMENT – looking for SOMEONE ELSE TO BASH – but themselves! DAVID MOULD RAISED "MILLIONS!" for this program. People who were on our MAILING LIST – "DISSIDENTS!" – became the CRAZIEST OF ALL—!!! So that ADVENTISTS THREATENED to take them to LAW—!!! (THEY DID—!!!)

THE VERY ONES ON OUR MAILING LIST:

Knowing what we said regarding "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WARNING – just because we have had a period of LIBERTY – do not become FOOLHARDY and "PUSH YOUR LUCK!" by ROUSING the ANIMOSITY of the "BEAST!" WE HAVE IT INDEXED:

XXXXXXXXX

(1) MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2.
(2) TM 112. "We may have LESS to say, in some lines in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY!"
(3) A NEW ONE WE ARE NOW CATALOGUING: "BRETHREN, I feel HURT when I see that so many decided THRUSTS are made against the CATHOLICS...RESTRAIN THE WORDS which show a HARSH SPIRIT; for such WORDS cannot HELP or ENLIGHTEN ANYONE...SCATHING REMARKS about the CATHOLICS...there is such a thing as SHUTTING THE DOOR in their FACES as they are about to ENTER...!" FCE 64-5. AND THEN THAT QUOTE ABOVE under #2 from TM 112 but where it DOES NOT SHOW either the SOURCE nor the DATE – but that was "LETTER 57, 1896."
(4) THE LORD INSPIRES A BOOK – He sets forth the TRUTH. Then perhaps to go to the BEGINNING – it was PAGANISM that brought in CUSTOM and TRADITION (X–MASS and EASTER. GC 443.) If you are going to RAID against THAT – why not do as the SOP does – make a RAID against "ADVENTISM!" GC 444. What have "THEY!" to HOLLER ABOUT—??? When THEY are "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. (AND 100 MORE—!!!) Why pick out ONE just because the ADVENTIST CABALA–JUNTO do – ????
THIS DUMB ONSLAUGHT AGAINST "FUTURISM!"

Has effectively STIFLED the INFORMATION that ADVENTISTS WILL KEEP "SUNDAY!!" GC 608. As a SIGN that their PROBATION is "OVER!!" TM 62. B:28. T5:294-297.

"FUTURISM!! CAN BE THE TRUTH - AND NOTHING BUT THE "TRUTH!!"

DO YOU WANT TO AVOID "THE TRUTH-???

IS "POPE-BASHING!! - THE "TRUTH-???" OR DID "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!!" GIVE US THE TRUTH THAT "ADVENTISTS!!"


(2) THAT "ADVENTISTS!!" would do EVERYTHING THE CATHOLICS DID IN THEIR "DARK AGES!!" Why are these people RAILING at what "CATHOLICS!!" did in the PAST - but will not TOUCH with a "10-FOOT POLE!!" the PREDICTION of what "ADVENTISTS!!" will do - in the IMMEDIATE "FUTURE!!" THEY and their DEVIL - do not want you to KNOW THAT-!!!

WE CAN PROVE IT IN TEN WORDS:

"THEY BECOME THE MOST BETTER ENEMIES OF THEIR FORMER BRETHREN-!!!"
1884 GC 426. GC 608.

If you have ever felt the LASH and saw the EVIL EYE of these "ADVENTISTS!!" - you can readily AGREE that they would RATHER BE FRIENDS of CATHOLICS-SPIRITUALISTS-DOGS- PROTESTANTS - ANYBODY-AND-EVERYBODY - rather than those they PUT OUT and then "HOLLER!!" after them: "OFF-SHOOTS!!" MORE than they have LEFT-!!! And talk about "BITTER!!" that the FROOMS used to THROW IN OUR FACE - 10,000 TIMES! This was his FAVORITE SPORT-!!! But here it shows WHO WILL BE "BITTER!!" in the "TIME OF THE LATTER RAIN!!" You could have seen that in TM 469 that was FROOM'S FAVORITE FOOTBALL! Had you looked it up - TM 469 (LS 328) and looked at the FRONT of THAT CHAPTER - you would have
seen what the old codger was up to. THAT THIS WAS A TESTIMONY TO BITTER "LEADERS AND MINISTERS!" who were BINDING THE CHURCH UP WITH THE WORLD—!!! And to do that were ready to CHANGE THE WRITINGS—!!! TM 469. (LS 328.)

RATHER THAN TAKE THEIR BITTER FEELINGS AND GET "OUT!"—like JUDAS they stayed IN—!!! and tried to take over the CHURCH — with their "BITTERNESS!" Just like those who are "HATE-MONGERING!" against the "CATHOLICS!" Singing the SONG: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" WHO IS EVEN WORSE THAN "DAVID MOULD?"

WORSE THAN DAVID MOULD —

ALF AND VAL PAOLI:

No. 27 — 1993. "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG!" POB 1077, ATHERTON, NORTH QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA 4883. (IN THIS 22-page PAPER:) "POPE!" — "ROME!" — "JESUIT!" — "HOLY SEE!" — "EUCHARIST!" — "BEAST!" — "ROMAN CATHOLIC!" — "PAPACY!" — "VATICAN!" I did not get all of them but I got:

A GRAND TOTAL OF "POPE-BASHING!"

276 TIMES!

MORE TIMES THAN ANY AND ALL LITERATURE THAT WE HAVE RECEIVED FROM "POPE-BASHING!" ALF and VAL beat them ALL! HANDS DOWN! RAVING MAD—!!! AND DO YOU KNOW WHAT—??? "ROMANISM!" is BLEEDING AMERICA DRY TO WAGE WORLDWIDE WAR AND INSURRECTION!

NOT A WORD AGAINST THE REAL THREAT—!!!
INTERNATIONAL TEL AVIV "ZIONISM—!!!"
AND WORSE THAN EVEN "ROMANISM!" or "ZIONISM!" "FREEMASONRY!" THAT TAKES THEM ALL IN—!!!
HOW MANY ADVENTISTS ARE "FREEMASONS?" AND OWE "ALLEGIANCE!" FIRST and FOREMOST TO THE "LODGE!" NO MATTER WHAT—!!!

OR DID YOU NOT KNOW THAT NO ONE WILL BE "SEALED!" THAT "MAINTAINS SUCH A CONNECTION!" Ev. 618-622. SM 2:121-140.
JANUARY 2, 1994

WE PROMISED TO SHOW YOU - THAT ADVENTISTS (SO-CALLED "REFORMERS!") ARE WORSE THAN THE CHURCH! BOTH TOGETHER ARE ONLY "COPYCATS!" OF "ROMANISM!" (TM 362) "JUDAISM!" (T5:76. T3:200) "HEATHENISM!" (SG 4:68, 75. ED. 50,75.)

AND BEFORE THEY HAVE ANY RIGHT TO BE "POPE-BASHING!" - "JEW-BASHING!" - "RACE-BASHING!" - OR ANY OTHER KIND OF "BASHING!" - THEIR FIRST DUTY IS TO BE "ADVENTIST-BASHING!"

HERE IT IS:

"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE...those "that SIGH and that CRY for "ALL!" the ABOMINATIONS that be done (IN THE WORLD?)


EZEKIEL 8 IS THE "ABOMINATION" CHAPTER.

WE DO NOT PRESUME TO KNOW WHAT ALL THE "ABOMINATIONS" ARE but we know: "TURN THEE YET AGAIN, and thou shalt see GREATER "ABOMINATIONS!" EZE. 8:6,9,13,14. (CHRISTMAS!) "TURN THEE YET AGAIN, and thou shalt see GREATER "ABOMINATIONS!" (15) -

THE GREATEST OF ALL IN THE SIGHT OF GOD -

YOU COULD WRITE A 500-PAGE BOOK SHOWING CONSENSUS OF OPINION OF ALL CHURCHES - EZEKIEL 8:16 to 18 is the APOSTATE ADVENTIST CHURCH (and all who take PART) as they LEAD-THE-OTHER-CHURCHES TO KEEP "ASHTORETH-EASTER!" ADVENTISTS throw open their NICE NEW CHURCHES ON SUNDAY TO LEAD THE OTHER CHURCHES TO KEEP "EASTER!"

"CURSED BE THE MAN... (THAT REBUILDETH "JERICHO!")

CURSED BE "NICHOLS!" WHO BROUGHT BACK "EASTER!"
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"ROMANISM!" DID THE SAME – BEFORE THEY KEPT THE "HEATHEN!" DAY OF THE SUN GOD AND HIS EVERLASTING "TORMENT-IN-HELL!"

THAT IS ALL "HEATHENISM-!!!"

NOT A BIT OF "CHRISTIANITY!" ABOUT IT! THEY HAD THAT 2,000 YEARS BEFORE CHRIST–!!! "HOLY MOTHER AND CHILD!" AND ALL–!!!

ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN:

"...the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST?" and HOW is it to be FORMED? ...When the EARLY CHURCH became CORRUPTED by departing from the SIMPLICITY of the GOSPEL and accepting "HEATHEN RITES AND CUSTOMS!" - she LOST the SPIRIT and POWER of GOD-!!!" GC 443. "JERICHO, a HEATHEN STRONGHOLD, the CENTER of the worship of ASHTORETH, VILEST and most DEGRADING of all the CANAANITISH forms of IDOLATRY...FIVE CENTURIES PASSED...but in the DAYS of Ahab's APOSTASY, when through JEZEBEL'S INFLUENCE the worship of ASHORTH WAS REVIVED, JERICHO...was REBUILT!" PK 229,230. TM 410. PP 487.

DOES THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY HAVE NO INTEREST WHATSOEVER - 

(Since this is supposed to be an "ELIJAH MESSAGE!") that what ELIJAH OPPOSED WAS THE "PROPHETS OF BAAL" four hundred and fifty, and the PROPHETS of the GROVES four hundred." PK 143. Also known as the PROPHETS of "BAAL and ASHTORETH!" (Same.) Also know as the PROPHETS of "AHAB and JEZEBEL!"

ELIJAH WAS BLOOD FROM HEAD TO FOOT

as he took these 850 PRIESTS (CHURCH LEADERS!) and took off their "INFLUENCE!" - just below their EARS! at the brook of "KISHON!" "LET NOT ONE OF THEM ESCAPE!" PK 154. RH 6:362.

THE LORD HAD TO SEND A BIG RAIN -

TO WASH ELIJAH OFF! So the CURSE of JOSUA 6:26 came true. THE SAME "CURSE!" came on SDA NICHOLS who THREATENED the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY!" with "LAW!" but instead THE AVENGING ANGEL REACHED IN AND TORE OPEN THE MAIN ARTERY LEAVING THE HEART - and like JEZEBEL'S "LOVER-BOYS" of the "GROVES!" - (EVER LOOK IT
UP IN ANY LIBRARY?) NICHOLS AORTA BLED HIS HEART DRY IN MINUTES - on a very "GOOD FRIDAY!" May there be many happy RETURNS! AND THERE WILL BE FROM NOW ON! It seems "THE LITTLE TIME OF TROUBLE" has begun. The Lord uses two weapons - "FIRE!" and "PESTILENCE!" LAST NIGHT ON THE BCTV NEWS - "MALARIA!" is making a DEADLY COME-BACK and it is a STRAIN that is "INCURABLE!" (ADD THAT TO "AIDS")

WILL ISA. 10:22,23; 28:22 BE FULFILLED???

"Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us...the SLAIN of the LORD will be from ONE END of the EARTH to the other; they will not be LAMENTED, GATHERED, NOR BURIED; but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the FACE OF THE WHOLE EARTH! Those only who have the SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD, will be SHELTERED from the STORM of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH! In Hope, E.G.WHite. "THE PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. SEPTEMBER 1849. (LEFT OUT OF EW 48 but found in RH 1:11.)

PERHAPS IF THE "KIND!" leader-SHIP LEAVE IT OUT -

IT WON'T HAPPEN-?? MUST GOD OBEY THEM and "NOT DESTROY!" as went COAST to COAST under the REIGN OF SDA POPE WILSON A FEW YEARS AGO?

THE SAME POPE WILSON GAVE US:

"UNCONDITIONAL LOVE-!!!" in that "27 THING!" I KNEW THAT NO ONE WOULD CHALLENGE IT IN THE ADVENTIST WORLD! WE DISCOVERED:
(1) "SATAN (AND HAL LINDSEY) IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH!" p.219. "I MUST SEE that God loves me UNCONDITIONALLY!"
(2) THE CATHOLIC PRIEST that married a NUN - both of them had this same "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!"
(3) BCTV - "GLORIA COPELAND" on their ("PENTECOSTAL" POWER-POX SHOW!) had "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD!" Three or four times DECEMBER 26, 1993. STRANGE - ISN'T IT - why their god then puts his victims in UNENDING HELL- TORMENT! Never could understand how they put the two together. Seems like that is a TEACHING that would come STRAIGHT OUT OF THE LOONEY HOUSE! "LOVE!" in "HELL!"

WHY DO ADVENTIST LEADERS TRY SO HARD -
TO IMITATE THE BAAL-PRIESTS-???. IS THAT "THE SPIRIT OF
ELIJAH-???, "SINCE WHEN-???, CAN THEY BE NOTHING BUT
"SECOND-HAND DEALERS-???, "EVERY 410,000 "YOUTH '93"
MAGAZINES "CHURCH OF GOD" - HAVE TO ECHO THE SAME - IT
SEEMS THE WHOLE WORLD HAVE TO GET IN THE ACT. "GOD DOES
LOVE YOU UNCONDITIONALLY!" p.23. "AND THE PLAIN TRUTH
THAT GOES TO MILLIONS-!!! "THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO HIS
LOVE!""OUR FATHER FORGIVES US COMpletely!" p.25.
NOV/DEC 1993. (THAT, OF COURSE - WAS SDA "WAGGONER"
ALSO.) (JONES HAD TO PIPE UP WITH: "WORKS AMOUNTED TO
"NOTHING!" THAT THERE WERE "NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377.)
THEY DO NOT LIKE THE IDEA OF SINS NOT FORGIVEN BUT
"TRANSFERRED!" TO THE SANCTUARY!" PP 355. AND HAVE TO
WAIT FOR THE "REFRESHING!" (SEALING-???) FOR SINS TO BE
"BLOTTED OUT!" EW 271, 71. WHAT IS WRONG WITH PUTTING A
BRAT ON "PROBATION?!" IF HE BROKE A WINDOW AND DOES A LOT
OF BAWLING - HE MAY BE "FORGIVEN!" ON "CONDITION!" BUT IF
HE DOES IT AGAIN - HE WILL BE GIVEN A "DOUBLE LICKING!"
AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS-!!!

"DOUBLE UNTO HER DOUBLE ACCORDING TO HER "WORKS!"

...FILL TO HER DOUBLE!" REV. 18:6. ONE GOOD WAY TO MAKE A
SPOILED BRAT - IS TO PRAISE HIM NO MATTER WHAT HE DOES. AT
THE GC "ANNUAL COUNCIL" AFTER ALL THE PROPAGANDA - SOME
OF THE GREATEST BULL EVER GIVEN TO ANY CHURCH IN THAT
1988 - "27 THING!" "GOD'S LOVE!" FOR WILSON AND HAL
LINDSEY IS "UNCONDITIONAL!" P.VII, 6, 25, 32, 274, 305, 350, 356.

HAL LINDSEY WAS IN JERUSALEM

AT THE VERY TIME WHEN JEWS WERE MACHINE-GUNNING
UNARMED "ARABS!" IN THEIR TEMPLE - AND HAL LINDSEY SAID:
"THIS IS THE WILL OF GOD!" BENDING WHICH EVER WAY THE
"WIND!" BLOWS. (YOU SHOULD SEE WHAT HE SAYS ABOUT KEEPING
THE "LAW!" "ANY KIND OF LAW!" P.163.)

BOTH OF THEM WOULD AGREE WITH:

(73% OF ADVENTISTS AT GC ANNUAL COUNCIL!) "HAD
ASSURANCE OF ETERNAL LIFE!" ADVENT REVIEW, NOV. 4,
1993. P.6. (1158.)

THIS WAS IN BANGALORE, INDIA

NO WONDER THE LORD GAVE THEM - "ONE OF THE MOST
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DEVASTATING EARTHQUAKES IN INDIA'S HISTORY...SEPTEMBER
30...About 60 VILLAGES...SOME ALMOST TOTALLY DEMOLISHED
...ENTOMBING THE SLEEPING INHABITANTS...THE DEATH TOLL...
10,000...15,000...25,000...any number was only an estimate...
possible many THOUSANDS of bodies lay buried beneath the
RUBBLE...RALPH S. WATTS..."The whole area looks like it's
been hit by an H-BOMB!" AR Nov. 4, 1993. p.6.8. (Next time
it will hit RIGHT WHERE they have their MEETING - BE SURE
you are in NO SDA INSTITUTION NEXT EASTER–LENTEN
SEASON–!!!)

SEEM TO BE ONLY "SECONDHAND DEALERS!"
SEEM TO BE INCAPABLE OF ORIGINATING ANYTHING–!!! ONLY
CROAK WHAT THE OTHER THREE FROGS CROAK! REV. 16:13–
16. (WHAT DO THEY CROAK–???) "You must have (LOVE!)
CHARITY!" is the cry heard EVERYWHERE! especially from
those who PROFESS "SANCTIFICATION!" AA 554–5. Called:
"POISONOUS ERRORS!"

"CLAIMING THAT THEY WERE LIVING WITHOUT SIN!" AA 554–5.
Is that not what those say who are "SAVED–HOLY–COMPLETE–
NOTHING WANTING–!!!" "THE GREATER THE DISTANCE be-
tween HIMSELF and CHRIST...the more RIGHTEOUS he appears
in–his–own–eyes!" GC 473. "JOHN...seems as if he wrote with
a pen dipped in "LOVE!" But when he came in contact with
those who were BREAKING–THE–LAW–OF–GOD, yet CLAIMING
that they were living WITHOUT SIN, he did not hesitate to
WARN them of their FEARFUL DECEPTION!..."This is a DECEIVER
and an "ANTICHRIST!" AA 554.

JUST THINK HOW THIS COULD BE!
SDA "ANTICHRIST!" SNEERING at the "INVESTIGATIVE
JUDGMENT!" OF GOD - and setting HIMSELF in the "JUDGMENT
SEAT!" that he is "SAVED!" has "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVA-
TION!" "HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM!" It would be BAD
ENOUGH to think that "PRIVATELY!" but when he ASPIRES to
be the LEADER - sit in the PAPAL CHAIR and SHOVEL this into
the COMMON TROUGH - with NO–CARE–WHATEVER for
TRUTH!" (BECAUSE IT IS NOT THE "TRUTH!") but only with
one eye out for a "FOLLOWING!" and giving them the SAME as
the OTHER–CHURCHES–OF–BABYLON! just because he knows it
is WANTED–!!! And for no better REASON!
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ALTHOUGH IN THE END HE BECOMES "SELF-HYPNOTIZED!" by his great "SELF IMPORTANCE!" that he believes his own LIES!

ESPECIALLY IF NO ONE REBUKES HIS PRESCRIPTION!

THAT HE CALLS "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" GC 471-3. He SNEERS at an "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" going on in HEAVEN-!!! But he has one going on in his-MIND! This is the true "ANTICHRIST!" "NONE are in GREATER DANGER than he who feels that his MOUNTAIN standeth SURE. (Like those 700 SUPER-RICH HOMES IN CALIFORNIA SWEPT BY FIRE! LIKE THE SUPER-RICH ADVENTISTS "IN NEED OF NOTHING!" getting their "27 FOLKENBERG FUNDAMENTALS!" THE WHOLE 1993 - "WEEK OF PRAYER!" - "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" SEARING THEIR CONSCIENCE AS WITH A HOT IRON-!!!")

"NONE ARE IN GREATER DANGER...IT IS THEN that his feet will begin to SLIDE. TEMPTATIONS WILL COME, ONE AFTER ANOTHER...THEY-ARE-ANCHORED-NOWHERE-!!!" T4:560,566.

THEY ARE SET ADrift ON A SHORELESS SEA! MANY OF THEM END UP SUICIDES! THEY MUST HAVE THEIR OWN WAY - OR ELSE!

SPOILED BRATS - !!!

NO NEED TO BUILD A "CHARACTER!" WILL IT NOT BE "GIVEN!" THEM-???

OH BOY! WAIT TILL EW 282. GC 656. THEY WILL BE "SURE!" THEY ARE "RIGHT!"

UP TO THAT MOMENT - !!!

THIS MESSAGE IS THE LAST THEY WANT TO HEAR-!!!

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

PERHAPS IT WILL BE THE LAST THEY WILL HEAR!

THE LORD WILL NOT BE TRIFLED WITH!

THE LORD SPEAKS BY "FIRE!" AND BY "PESTILENCE!" When BATTLE CREEK went into PANTHEISM - the Lord burnt the "LIVING TEMPLE" PLATES - and the BUILDINGS-THAT-HOUSED-THEM-!!!

THE WAY TO MAKE BRATS AND PHARISEES - is by "FLATTERY!" The most cruel KINDNESS. Just have a look in your INDEX-!!! We mention it in passing.
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Now look at the TEACHING of "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (FOLKENBERG!) If you TEACH this "ASSURANCE!" in the HOME - that is the way to make BRATS. TEACH it in the CHURCH - that makes IMPOSSIBLE PHARISEES. (JOHNSON!) SURE HATE TO LOOK AT THEIR FAMILIES!

THE INDEX REFERS US TO "KORAH WON PEOPLE BY..." THERE WAS NO CURE-!!! THE GROUND OPENING UP DID NOT CURE THEM! THE INDEX SAYS (We would rather refer to the INDEX than refer - AS THEY DO IN YOUR "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE AND IN YOUR ANDREWS "SEMINARY" - referring CONSTANTLY to the MIGHTY PRINCES OF BABYLON-!!! WHO CARES WHAT THEY THINK-???) THE INDEX SAYS "FLATTERY!" is what took 1/3 of the Angels of Heaven-!!! "DO NOT THE SAME EVILS STILL EXIST-???

THE GROUND OPENING UP DID NOT CURE THEM!

Just to "SYMPATHIZE!" meant THE FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL - the "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" were ATOMIZED ON THE SPOT! PP 401. DID THIS CURE THE REBELLION-???

NO! PP 403 says (14,000) but the ORIGINAL SOP 1:306 where it says this KD&A EXPERIENCE will be REPEATED NEAR THE END - and the BIBLE BOTH SAY IT WAS (14,700). SOP 1:308.

WE ARE GOING TO NEED AND HEED

THESE LESSONS IN THE DAYS AHEAD (FUTURISM!) to know how to relate to WHOLESALE SLAUGHTER AROUND THE WORLD when the "CHURCH!" and the "STATE!" are NOT GOING TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS ABOUT ANYTHING-!!! THEY WILL FLATTER THEIR DUPES RIGHT TO THE END - as did KD&A. Do you know I have had LETTERS from PEOPLE - long time "ADVENTISTS!" asking me:

"WHO IS KD&A - ???

THIS IS THE LAST THING THAT WILL BE TAUGHT BY ANY WILSON-FOLKENBERG or that TAIL that WAGS-THE-DOG - JOHNSON-!!! (Not enough brains to get a headache - !!!)

HAD THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME

TO GIVE THE PORK AND BEER PRIESTS A BELT THAT WOULD
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HAVE BEEN HEARD AROUND THE WORLD AT THE "ANKENBERG SHOW!" that left us all ASHAMED that he did not give "MARTIN!" and "ANKENBERG!" a WHAT-FOR by ASKING them as the CHURCH and the WORLD was WATCHING - why do they

ehese:

...AS NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS,

made to be taken and "DESTROYED!" - speak EVIL of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall UTTERLY "PERISH!" in their own CORRUPTION!" 2 PETER 2:12. WHY do they TEACH - "UNENDING HELL-TORMENT!" when they KNOW it's NOT IN THE BIBLE - but from "HEATHENISM!" as is their "CHRIST-MASS and EASTER!" LIKE BAKKERS AND SWAGGERT - PREACHING "LOVE!" and "HELL TORMENT!" together to OVERFLOW CROWDS! "HAVING EYES FULL OF ADULTERY, and that cannot cease from SIN (and teaching that as PART of their "GOSPEL") BEGUILING UNSTABLE SOULS...THE DUMB ASS speaking with MAN'S VOICE...These are WELLS without WATER...(and HAL LINDSEY) while they PROMISE THEM "LIBERTY!" they themselves are the SERVANTS OF CORRUPTION..."THE DOG is turned to his own VOMIT again: and the SOW that was WASHED to her WALLOWING-IN-THE-MIREI"

2 PETER 2:12 to 22. "For he is not a JEW, which is one OUTWARDLY...But he is a JEW, which is one INWARDLY!" ROMANS 2:28-9. (And going back to verse 24:) "For the NAME of GOD is BLASPHEMED among the GENTILES THROUGH YOU! - as it is written!" "PROFESSING themselves to be "WISEI" - they became "FOOLS!" and CHANGED the GLORY of God into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS, and FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS!" ROMANS 1:22-3.

IT WOULD HAVE TO BE SOMETHING AS LOW AND UNFEELING AS AN ALLIGATOR or a SCORPION that could TORMENT GOD'S CREATION IN A SPECIAL PLACE CALLED "HELL!" by the MARTINS-ANKENBERGS-LINDSEYS and other BAAL-PRIESTS of "DANTE'S INFERNO!" WHAT A CHANCE "WM. JOHNSON" HAD TO give them a belt that would go around the world - but he stood there like a DUMMY - SPEECHLESS - I am surprised that the Lord did not strike him DEAD-!!! But the TIME was not yet - each DAY is a DAY - CLOSER!

WE TURN AND LOOK AGAIN AT EW 124-5.

THEY ARE IN A "MESMERIZED" STATE (EW 123) and NOT
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CAPABLE to get OUT of the "HYPNOTIZED" TRANCE they are in - the LORD'S REMEDY IS FOR US TO GET "OUT!" of their DEADLY INFLUENCE-!!!

WE RETURN (AS WE ALWAYS HAVE TO)

To the question of WHO-IS-QUALIFIED-???, Of course FROOM and ANDERSON made this a BIG REQUIREMENT. That is why they pushed their passion for "DEGREES!". The one with the DEGREE had the RIGHT to be HEARD - the one who studied the SUBJECT TWENTY TIMES MORE than the DUMMY - was "NOT QUALIFIED!" EDUCATED IGNORANCE won the day.

I WAS IN THE BIG VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA CHURCH

when two good SABBATH-SCHOOL TEACHERS were TERMINATED because they refused to BE MEAN to themselves to go along with the "NEW THEOLOGY!!" (BEFORE FORD WAS BORN) - when he was just a GLEAM in his father's eye. We had the question of does the "GRACE!" of God release you from KEEPING-THE-LAW-???. And the one they gave the OFFICE of HEAD of the SABBATH SCHOOL (I THOUGHT!) was the DUMBEST in the class.

"JEROBOAM...was therefore COMPELLED to elevate to the PRIESTHOOD men from "THE LOWEST OF THE PEOPLE!" PK 101. RH 6:341. WE WERE QUITE SURPRISED HOW THIS FELLOW SEEMED TO SNAP IN LINE WITH HIS "JOB!" And was ALWAYS ON TIME - had his NOTES LAID OUT BEFORE HIM - and ABOVE ALL knew what was wanted of him; and did a splendid job of "NEW MODELLING THE CAUSE!" No more fit for the position than the DEVIL!

THE SAME AT THE FRITZ ALSETH MEETINGS

in SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA - when some one XEROXED the "WILL ROSS (ROGERISM) STATEMENT" - a bunch of YOUNG FELLOWS - no doubt PROGRAMMED by some DIE-HARD LAODICEAN REPROBATE, that seemed to be of NO ACCOUNT - SUDDENLY sprang to ATTENTION and GRABBED THOUSANDS of these REPRINTS and URGED EVERYONE to take as many as they wanted - to their HOME CHURCH and hand them out. THROUGHOUT ADVENTISM we never heard of ANYONE that EXPOSED that HOAX - although the WHITE ESTATE DID-!!! But since it FLATTERED THEM - like KD&A they let it pass.
AGAIN WE ASK - WILL THAT KEEP IT FROM HAPPENING-???

THAT IS WHY EW 123-5 is so precious to us. AND A BIT MORE-!!! Not only in the END will these SHYSTERS be made to BOW and CONFESS their SIN - EW 124,30. But if they try to give the REAL 100% GENUINE "LAST MESSAGE!" "GOD WOULD NOT ACCEPT THEM!" And it tells you WHY - EW 62, 94-5,98,99. (THE BEST ONE IS EW 101-2.) And then we are back to EW 123-5.

December 17, 1993


ALF PAOLI: knows that neither HERMAN HOEHN nor ANN HOEHN can understand the AUSTRALIAN (LIMEY DIALECT) of ALF PAOLI or RICK HENWOOD - yet instead of WRITING OUT what he wants said and get VAL no. He has to rattle off WHO KNOWS WHAT - so he has the satisfaction of having TOLD-ME-OFF-!!!

THIS HAS TO DO WITH "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG!"


ALF PAOLI takes after "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" when he knows that THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY WAS PUTTING OUT PUBLICATION AFTER PUBLICATION ASKING "DAVID MOULD (PROVEN "WHORE MASTER!") - and a whole RAFT OF OTHERS who were "POPE BASHING!" to CONSIDER (WHAT IS GENERALLY CALLED) "SPAULDING-MAGEN COLLECTION." Also "SPAULDING-MAGAN COLLECTION."

"I saw that the two-horned beast had a dragon's mouth, and that his power was in his head, and that the decree would go out of his mouth. Then I saw the Mother of Harlots; that the mother was not the daughters, but separate and distinct from them. She has had her day, and it is past, and her daughters, the Protestant sects, were the next to come on the stage and act out the same mind that the mother had when she persecuted the saints. I saw that the mother has been declining in power, the daughters had been growing, and soon they will exercise the power once exercised by the mother."
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"I saw the nominal church and nominal Adventists, like Judas, would betray us to the Catholics to obtain their influence to come against the truth. The saints then will be an obscure people, little known to the Catholics; but the churches and nominal Adventists who know of our faith and customs (for they hated us on account of the Sabbath, for they could not refute it) will betray the saints and report them to the Catholics as those who disregard the institutions of the people; that is, that they keep the Sabbath, and disregard Sunday. Then the Catholics bid the Protestants to go forward, and issue a decree that all who will not observe the first day of the week, instead of the seventh day, shall be slain. And the Catholics, whose numbers are large, will stand by the Protestants. The Catholics will give their power to the image of the beast. And the Protestants will work as their mother worked before them to destroy the saints. But before their decree bring or bear fruit, the saints will be delivered by the Voice of God. Then I saw that Jesus' work in the sanctuary will soon be finished. And after His work there is finished, He will come to the door of the first apartment, and confess the sins of Israel upon the head of the Scape Goat. Then He will put on the garments of vengeance. Then the plagues will come upon the wicked, and they do not come till Jesus puts on that garment, and takes His place upon the great white cloud. Then..."

**SPALDING and MAGAN, DORCHESTER, MAIN.**

October 23, 1850.
TM 117. RH 4:548.

**ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY—!!! 1884 GC 426 (608).**
**ADVENTISTS HIRE CATHOLIC LAWYERS—!!! 425 (607).**
**ADVENTISTS SET UP "IMAGE!" 278 (444-5).**
**ADVENTISTS BRING IN "SPIRITUALISM!" GC 554-558.**
**ADVENTISTS BRING IN FLYING SAUCERS! GC 560-1.**

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

NOW WE LOOK AT "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG!" No.27-1993.
THERE IS NO DANGER — ONLY "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

ALF and VAL PAOLI — p.9,10.
THEN VAL TAKES OVER.
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WE WOULD HAVE THOUGHT A WOMAN WOULD HAVE A GENTLER TOUCH - BUT NO-!!! IF ALF WAS INSANE IN "POPE-BASHING!" - VAL IS
TWICE AS CRAZY-!!!
THIS IS THE FIRST THAT I KNEW - YOU ARE JEWS-!!! In all this POLITICAL MANEUVERING you have GONE BACK TO THE CHURCH! FOLKENBERG (JEW!) - PUT GOLDSTEIN (JEW!) - IN CHARGE OF NEW MAGAZINE - THE JEWS ARE GOING TO WIN! YOU ARE DANCING IN 3/4 TIME-!!! WHY THE "CATHOLICS!"
EVEN KILLED "KENNEDY!"
You say "HOEHN" is INSENSITIVE to people's FEELINGS? No. It is BECAUSE I am NOT INSENSITIVE - because I do not like to see FOOLS going to the SLAUGHTER - that I risk LIFE and LIMB to WARN YOU! I toss the ball back into your court - YOU and "THOSE THAT LEAD THEE CAUSE thee to ERR - and THEY that are led of "THEM" are DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:16. So if you have no more SELECTIVE ABILITY than the HOG - that you eat anything SHOVED in the SDA TROUGH - whether in HEALTH - RELIGION - or METAPHYSICS - you DESERVE any PLAGUES you will GET. I come from a MEDICAL FAMILY - I am the BLACK SHEEP of that FAMILY - I was in DISGRACE because I did NOT go along with THEM - and now I am counting on my fingers - when ONE is being BURIED on account of CANCER - the OTHER is being OPERATED on - on the same DAY for CANCER. And if he had done what I told him - go on HERBS and CLEANSING - he would NOT have inherited CANCER - the ADVENTIST PLAGUE. (Did you say something about FIGURES? I know all about "FIGURES" - FIGURES do not LIE - but there's a lot of LIARS making out FIGURES.) I know all about handing every member in certain SDA CHURCHES for them to fill out a FORM and thus get an "AVERAGE" of how many ADVENTISTS get "CANCER." Will the one who HAS CANCER fill out his FORM - and thus give his own church a BAD NAME-???) This is about as HONEST as going by URIAH SMITH'S DOUBLE INDEMNITY WORKED OVER "BOOKS." There is no more CROOKED people on EARTH - than ADVENTISTS.

THAT IS WHY - there are more "EX-MEMBERS"

than "MEMBERS" - the "CHURCH" outside of the CHURCH is LARGER than the CHURCH - in the CHURCH. They lose about a steady 25% every 10 YEARS. And it is safe to say - 50% - and it is SAFER to say - over 75% - have NO IDEA what the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" is - DID BEGUILLE FROOM KNOW-?
DEAD or ALIVE-???. 40 YEARS OF FROOM - 1933 to 1973.
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Found still LYING in the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS. In his WATERLOO of '73. "CONSENSUS OF OPINION" is not always the SURE CURE it is cracked up to be. NEW YORK CITY made a TEST many years ago - had the FOUR MAIN RELIGIONS - (1) JEW. (2) CATHOLIC. (3) PROTESTANT. (4) ISLAM. (I think) gave each one 1/2 an hour after which the people voted 85% agreed with EACH ONE - !!! Like some "REFORMERS" - believe the last one that spoke to them. (RADER.)

BREWERS YEAST - VITAMIN C

For many years we were of the opinion that ALL SCHOOLS of HEALTH - agreed that both VITAMIN C and BREWER'S YEAST were GOOD for you. NOW we find that something called "BREWER'S YEAST" may be concocted from WOOD PULP and now we hear "VITAMIN C" might be "BREWED" from COAL! You are about as SAFE going by FOOD MANUFACTURERS as you are by going by DOCTRINE MANUFACTURERS like FROOM. (Or URIAH SMITH - or RICHARDS - the INFALLIBLE "SAINTS" of ADVENTISM.)

SO WHAT - ???

STUDY FOR YOURSELF. DA 140-1. And if you make a mistake - you need not END up as shown in EW 282. GC 656.

No. 27 - 1993. "THE NORTHERN WATCHDOG-!!!"

"POPE-BASHING-!!!"

"POPE!" - "ROME!" - "JESUIT!" - "HOLY SEE!" - "EUCARISTI!" - "BEAST!" - "CATHOLIC!" - (If the two words are used together: "ROMAN CATHOLIC!" - I count that as ONE!) - "PAPACY!" - "VATICAN!"

(GRAND TOTAL OF "POPE-BASHING!" - 276.) I did not get all of them!

I DECLARE UNEQUIVOCALLY -

of all those in the Adventist World doing "POPE-BASHING!" (that I know of!) - ALF and VAL PAOLI BEAT THEM ALL PUT TOGETHER! HANDS DOWN! AND NOT ONE WORD AGAINST THE REAL ALIEN POWER THAT IS BLEEDING "NORTH AMERICA" DRY - THE "ZIONISTS!" OF TEL AVIV! AND THAT IS NOT "ROMANISM!"
THE NEWS MEDIA OF NORTH AMERICA
IS MAKING A RAID RIGHT NOW FOR WEEKS AND MONTHS -
EXPOSING "CATHOLIC PRIESTS AND "THE BOYS OF ST.
VINCENT!" so that there is an "ALARMING FALL-OFF" of young
PRIESTS learning for the "PRIESTHOOD!" or taking over the
COUNTRY!

YOU WANT TO BE FACTUAL-???
IT IS NOT "ROMANISM!" IT IS NOT "ZIONISM!" IT IS "FREE-
MASONRY!" THE MASONs TAKE THEM ALL IN - !!!!

ARE YOU MASONs-???
A LOT OF ADVENTISTS ARE! - "FREE MASONs and other
SECRET SOCIETIES...ATHEISTS... INFIDELS...TIPLERS
- DRUNKARDS - TOBACCO DEVOTEES...the Child of god will
NEVER CHOOSE SUCH ASSOCIATIONS...to take upon
themselves VOWS that will UNITE them with men who have NO
CONNECTION with God...with those who turn the Truth of God
into a LIE...with FREE MASONRY...There is only ONE THING he
could do - SEVER his CONNECTION WITH THEM...THE SEAL OF
THE LIVING GOD will not be placed upon anyone who MAIN-
TAINS such a CONNECTION..."COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM,
and be ye SEPARATE...!!!!!" Ev. 618-622.

THE APOSTLES SEPARATED FROM JEWS
IN ORDER TO BE "CHRISTIANS!" NO NATIONALITY HAS ANY-
THING TO BRAG ABOUT...

THIS IS JANUARY 24, 1994
We now have your letter - DECEMBER 22, 1993 -

THIS LETTER STARTS OUT:
"Dear Brother and Sister Hoehn:
I feel that I must write to you after I received your
PUBLICATION No. 689 (CANARY COLORED COVER WITH
PICTURE OF "BABYLON BIRD" sitting on NEST of every
"UNCLEAN EGG" - next to SDA CHURCH - "THE SEALING"
FEB. 23, 1993.)
"PUBLICATION 689 in which you accuse my wife and I
of ATTACKING you and Sister White - "into oblivion!" It
shocked us to read that in your Magazine.
"Your attack on us is utterly UNFOUNDED, as we never
even attacked you. We both hold you in high esteem as a
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faithful servant of the Lord...I cannot see what prompted your attack on us...the right thing to do is to make a PUBLIC STATEMENT RETRACTING YOUR UNFOUNDED ACCUSATIONS!"

I DO NOT LIGHTLY MAKE "UNFOUNDED ACCUSATIONS!" You start out calling on me to observe MATT. 18:15 to 18. Although you do not QUOTE MATT. 18:15 to 18. That is your TROUBLE. You do not hold yourself in CHECK by staying with "IT IS WRITTEN!"

YOU ARE THE ONE -

If you had something AGAINST ME - you are the one that should have CORRECTED ME rather than go PUBLIC and SLAP ME IN THE FACE IN PUBLIC (and SR. WHITE!)

TO REPEAT - THE QUESTION IS:

THROUGHOUT ADVENTISM one after the other started "POPE AND CATHOLIC-BASHING." "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

ANYONE THAT DOES NOT HAVE OUR PUBLICATION #698 - Feb. 23, 1993 - "THE SEALING!" WRITE FOR IT. We need not REPEAT what took MONTHS TO PREPARE - this SILLY CLAIM that "ROMANISM!" is the BIG BAD WOLF in the FINAL SCENES! When it is "ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the NEW!" 1884 GC 445. So why HAMMER at "ROMANISM!" just because other "KNOW-NOTINGS!" DO - ??? RH 1:192, 202, 210, 238, 353. (Want a DOZEN MORE - ???)

FURTHER MORE - IT STARTS WITH AMERICA.
FURTHER MORE - IT STARTS WITH ADVENTISM!
YOU - OF ALL PEOPLE - OUGHT TO KNOW THAT!
AGAIN I SAY - READ PUBLICATION #689!
READ - WITH YOUR EYES OPEN THIS TIME - !!!
AGAIN I SAY - WHY DID YOU NOT COME TO US BEFORE YOU WENT PUBLIC - AND KNEW NO BETTER THAN TO REPEAT "POPE-BASHING?" "ROMANISM!" WILL BE "FOREMOST - ???"

BOTH 1884 GC 405 and also your GC 588 says who is "THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES!" Your GC 588. 1884 GC 405. That is enough to PROVE THAT POINT!
So why TWIST THAT AROUND and make out it is "ROMANISM!"
FOR MORE ADVANCED STUDIES SEE OUR PUBLICATIONS

PRETEND YOU ARE GIVING
"THE LAST MESSAGE!" AND WE SHOULD "APOLOGIZE!" TO:
"A HUMBLE SERVANT OF HIS!"

THE MISTAKE YOU MADE WAS YOU SENT US THE NEXT PUBLICATION: "SUPPLEMENT TO WATCHDOG NO. 30..."

(Just to fill you in on the TIME I am writing this. This is AFTER ANN and I received VAL'S DRAWING of the ADVENTIST DONKEY going with the "SPEED OF LIGHTNING!" THIS IS JAN. 25, 1994. We appreciate that but that CHANGES "NOTHING!" We are dealing with TRUTH and ETERNAL VALUES and PERSONAL LIKES and SYMPATHY was the DOWNFALL of the "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN" and the 14,700 that "KNEW!" (AS "FOLKENBERG" KNOWS - the SAME AS YOU "KNOW!" what GOD lists as the "COUNTERFEIT!" - you and FOLKENBERG and other JEWS - list as giving "THE LAST MESSAGE!" Instead of getting BETTER - and we should CHANGE OUR MIND and BACK THE JEWS that are running this people INTO THE GROUND - if we do that - we would not help ANYBODY - LEAST OF ALL THE JEWS - if it is against PROPHECY - !!!)

"SUPPLEMENT TO WATCHDOG NO. 30"

THIS IS TWICE AS CRAZY-!!! YOUR LETTER THAT GOES ALONG WITH THAT-!!! We are to APOLOGIZE that we did not go MATT. 18 BEFORE we went into PRINT. It would, of course - be UNTHINKABLE for a GOOD JEW to THINK that HE SHOULD HAVE GONE MATT. 18 BEFORE HE WENT INTO PRINT. If he did not want to go along with "BROTHER HOEHN AND ELLEN WHITE!" the ONUS was on AL and VAL PAOLI to POINT OUT WHERE "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" IS WRONG-!!! Or to PRETEND that YOU are with: (On the one hand - with the MINORITY - and then SWITCH around - you are obviously with the MAJORITY - and both positions are RIGHT!)

IN YOUR 22.12.93 LETTER YOU GIVE US A LONG RUN DOWN of how your AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT is STRAPPED to a ROMAN
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CATHOLIC PRIME MINISTER - A CATHOLIC PRESS - CATHOLIC DOMINATED HIGH COURT - AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL OF CHURCHES where the PRESIDENT is "ROMAN CATHOLIC!" You would, perhaps - not know this - but this is EXACTLY THE SAME SITUATION IN CANADA-!!! As it was in MEXICO YEARS AGO! But this did not PREVENT the MEXICAN GOVERNMENT as a SELF-PROTECTIVE MEASURE - to SHUT DOWN ALL CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONS - throw them OPEN to the PUBLIC - you can go to MEXICO TODAY and for 50c see the "LIME PITS" where they found the BABY BONES OF NUNS' BABIES - the CELLS where NUNS were HUNG by their ARMS until DEAD - the CROSSES on the CEMENT FLOORS that they had to LICK WITH THEIR TONGUES until they would leave a TRAIL OF BLOOD behind them-!!! AS "Penance!"

CANADA ALTHOUGH WHEN THE POPE CAME HERE -
over 50% of CANADIANS claimed to be "CATHOLIC!" although it was a "FIGHT TO THE DEATH!" the CANADIAN GOVT. TV STATION EXPOSED CATHOLIC PRIESTS and "THE 10-YEAR OLD BOYS OF ST. VINCENT!" As in MEXICO - that SHUT DOWN SEVERAL "ORPHANAGES."

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"
says: "SHE HAS HAD HER DAY - and it is PAST!" MAGEN and SPAULDING 1,2. GC 588 READS:

"THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE "FOREMOST!" in stretching their hands across the GULF to grasp the HAND of "SPIRITUALISM!" - THEY will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER...!!!" GC 588.

This is not the time or place to deal with CHANGES from ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405-6 for the TEACHING that "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" will be "FOREMOST!" - as we have been saying for 60 YEARS - REPEATING IT 200 TIMES - we have even NOT BEEN TECHNICALLY CORRECT when we have said "NORTH AMERICA!" because there is supposed to be a TESTIMONY HIDDEN IN THE VAULTS - that it will "YET BE SEEN!" there will be "MORE LIBERTY!" under "THE BRITISH FLAG!" (AND CANADA and AUSTRALIA are STILL UNDER "THE BRITISH FLAG")

AND NO AMOUNT OF MISREPRESENTATION - PERJURY -
APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM OF THE "UNITED STATES!"  
SPEARHEADING THE 3-FOLD UNION - is not "ROME!" 
NOR INDEED CAN BE - no matter how many ARGUMENTS 
CAN BE PUT TOGETHER BY FERTILE MINDS!

ANN HOEHN JUST PHONED ME (JANUARY 26, 1994 -)  
THAT "FOLKENBERG'S" UNCONDITIONAL "ASSURANCE!"  
OF "GOD'S LOVE!" is NOT asking God but TELLING 
HIM and is "THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST!"  

AND WHERE IT TELLS US "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM!" will 
SPEARHEAD the "3-FOLD UNION!" - "A GOD OF LOVE IS 
PRESENTED!"..."PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!"...THROUGH 
THE AGENCY OF "SPIRITUALISM!" - MIRACLES will be wrought, 
the SICK will be "HEALED!"...undeniable "WONDERS!" 1884 GC 
405-6.

WE WOULD NOT HELP YOU -
WE WOULD NOT HELP US -
WE WOULD NOT HELP ANYONE ELSE -
if we tell you our "ATTACK!" was "UNWARRANTED!" because 
the SUPREME LAST MOMENT DECEPTION is from "ROMANISM!" if it is from "PROTESTANTISM!" (AMERICA IS NOT ROME!)

WHAT WE SAID IN "SHADOWS OVER OUR CHURCHES." 
PUBLICATION NO 689 - FEB. 23, 1993 p.40 - was RIGHT ON!!!  
And as far as going by MATT. 18:15 to 17 is concerned - WHY 
did you not do that - BEFORE YOU WENT PUBLIC-???. This 
was thrown in the face of JAMES and ELLEN WHITE in the 
BEGINNING OF THE MOVEMENT and they replied: "HE THAT 
SINS BEFORE ALL - REBUKE BEFORE ALL!" 1 TIM. 5:20. 2 TIM. 
3:5-7.

BUT DO YOU MEAN TO TELL US THAT EVIL MEN AND 
SEEDSCERS - (EVIL WOMEN) WILL NOT WAX "WORSE AND
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WORSE! And we need not WAIT for the "SUNDAY LAW!" before the "LATTER RAIN!" FALLS--?? Which we also have been teaching for "60 YEARS!"

"THE SHAKING (SEALING!) CHAPTER!"

RH 1:32. T1:179. (With ADDED "FOOTNOTES!") EW 269. FIRST PART: "SEALING!" OF ADVENTISM. EW 271 (TOP OF PAGE!) "LATTER RAIN - REFRESHING...LOUD CRY!" EW 271 (BOTTOM OF THAT SAME PAGE!) (THIS MAKES "A GREAT CHANGE!")

YOU HAVE JOINED WITH OUR ENEMIES!

WHO RAIL (as you do!) at "ROMANISM!" all around the WORLD! CONTRARY TO TM 112: And although they teach "BOTH WAYS - ALL THREE!" We exposed "FOOL LEMKE!" who was going by "JEANNIE WITH THE BROWN-BLUE EYES!" who CLAIMED SDA PROBATION WAS OVER and the "LATTER RAIN!" - "LOUD CRY!" TO THE WORLD WAS ON!! Is THAT what YOU-ARE-TEACHING in "SDA SUPPLEMENT" p.6 "SUPPLEMENT TO WATCHDOG NO. 30..."

IN YOUR CALL TO "REVOLUTION!"

WHICH YOU CLAIM IS NOT "POLITICAL!"

BUT WHICH IT IS...MOST DECIDEDLY-!!!

"PUT UP THY SWORD!" (That can be argued BOTH WAYS - we are NOT talking about THAT-!!! We are talking about LYING and saying it is "NOT POLITICAL!" And ELIJAH was not "AFRAID!" of "JEZEBEL-??" Tell that "TO THE MARINES!"")

(WE USE THE ORDINARY GC BECAUSE FEW HAVE THE 1884.)

- A "COUNTERFEIT!" MOVEMENT COMES. GC 463 (296).
- "MULTITUDES WILL EXALT!" "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVE-MENTS!"
- GC 471 to 473 (300 to 302) tells you EXACTLY what the "COUNTERFEIT!" IS TEACHING! (HAVE YOU WRITTEN ON THIS--???)
- (NOT IF YOU TEACH THE SAME AS THEY DO-!!!)
- FOLKENBERG: "ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" 400 TIMES!
- WHICH JOHNSSON SAYS IS "I AM SAVED!"
- BY "FAITH ALONE!" "ONLY BELIEVE!" "NO FURTHER EFFORT!"
THIS IS THE "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 471 (300).
"BY FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE!"
"IT IS NOT FAITH...IT IS "PRESUMPTION!" GC 472.
"ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" is "FAR FROM HOLY!"
ALL THIS IN "MODERN REVIVALS" CHAPTER! THIS IS
A MAJOR PREDICTION – ADVENTISTS CALL THEMSELVES:
THAT IS "BABYLON!" BABYLON IS "COUNTERFEIT!" WHAT
ELSE-?? "CONFUSION-!!!" IT IS THE OPPOSITE OF
TRUTH-!!!

BABYLON IS TEACHING THE "COUNTERFEIT"
IS "TRUTH!" YOU ARE TEACHING "BABYLON!"
IF YOU ARE TEACHING (AND YOU ARE!)
THAT "ROME!" IS "EVERYTHING!" That is NOT "THE SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY!"

THERE HAS BEEN "NO SUNDAY LAW!"
NO "SATAN!" APPEARING IN PERSON!
NO "DEATH DECREES!" NO GC 624-5.
AND YET YOU HAVE DAVIDIAN "DAVID KOreshi!" GATHERING
OF ARMS GOING WACKY TO WACO, TEXAS – GOING TO WIN
BY FORCE OF ARMS. "SUPPLEMENT TO WATCHDOG No. 30"
p.6,7.

YOU THINK YOU CAN MESMERIZE
PEOPLE TO TELL THEM THIS IS
"NOT POLITICAL-??" AND IS THE
"LATTER RAIN!"

Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ

"IT IS CERTAINLY FALLING NOW!" SDA SUPPLEMENT p.6. IF
YOU WANT TO SEE IT – I SUPPOSE YOU CAN SEE IT – ON
PAGE 6 and 7 you see –

"...the MANIFESTATIONS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE "LATTER
RAIN. IT IS CERTAINLY FALLING NOW!"
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IN NO WAY DO WE TEACH NOR THE "SOPI!" that we can pick up NEWSPAPERS - MAGAZINES and you use the WORD "ALL!" That they "ALL!" (SIX TIMES IN A ROW) "...they ALL have this urgent message EXPOSING the SINS of THE CHURCH and the WORLD. They ALL sound forth this urgent call: "COME OUT OF BABYLON, MY PEOPLE! They ALL expose the sins and errors found in the WORLD, the SINS of the GOVERNMENT, and the SINS of the CHURCH LEADERS of ALL DENOMINATIONS, the SINS of ALL POLITICAL PARTIES in ALL COUNTRIES. The CALL for men and women to stand up for the TRUTH at any COST IS-BEING-SOUNDED-!!!" (MY EMPHASIS ADDED.) SDA SUPPLEMENT p.6.

AND THAT THIS "IS NOT POLITICS!"

(REPEATED FOUR OR FIVE TIMES!)

I could hardly believe my eyes that this is not "BEING POLITICAL!"

And on top of that:

"THIS IS THE LATTER RAIN...FALLING NOW-!!!" p.6.

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THE NEWS MEDIA EXPOSING CRIME IN THE WORLD-??? WHAT'S "NEW!" OR SPECIAL ABOUT THAT-??? OR THAT THIS SHOULD BE CALLED "THE LATTER RAIN-???

IF AND WHEN THE "LATTER RAIN!"

IS ON - ADVENTIST PROBATION IS OVER-!!! IS THAT WHY YOU ARE PUTTING OUT A SPECIAL MAGAZINE-??? TO TELL PEOPLE THE "JEWS!" ARE GOING TO WIN-??? AS YOU ARE SAYING LOUD AND CLEAR HERE-??? AND LIKE DAVID KORESH - TO GATHER ARMS? YOU TRY TO TIE "HOEHN!" AND "ELLEN WHITE" IN WITH THAT-???

THAT THIS "ROMANISM-BASHING!"

IS THE "LAST MESSAGE-???

HERE IS THE "LAST MESSAGE!"

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

"THE PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST!" GC 588. 1884 GC 405 - AGREES THAT IT IS "PROTESTANTISM!"
10,000 WORDS CANNOT CHANGE "PROTESTANTISM!" TO "ROMANISM!"

IT HAPPENED THAT WHILE YOU WERE BASHING THE PAPACY!
THE MAIL CAME AS I WAS WRITING THE ABOVE – WHEN YOUR DEADLY ENEMY CAME –

(P.O. BOX 19, KALBAR, QUEENSLAND 4309, AUSTRALIA.
PHONE (074) 637–465. JOINT EDITORS.........RON & ULA CABLE.)

YEARS AGO I THOUGHT THAT RON CABLE WAS "ON THE BALL!"
But when he married ULA – she TOOK HIM BACK TO THE "ABOMINATION!" But that is somewhat UNDERSTANDABLE
because (as a rule) a woman is SLOWER TO CHANGE – but as the years went by and the APOSTASY INCREASED – and the "NEW THEOLOGY" took over – I was of the opinion that RON showed EVIDENCE of CONVINCING ULA of the RANK APOSTASY.

IF YOU ARE NOT ON SPEAKING TERMS WITH THEM –
PERHAPS YOU CAN GET SOME ONE TO GET A COPY.

I HAVE MARKED FOR YOU TO SEE p.7,9,10 and some other pages. I have NO USE for the CRINGING–YIELDING–COMPRO-
MISING – yet STUBBORN PHARISEEISM of COLIN – but I have always been IMPRESSED with RUSSELL STANDISH and especially HIS INTERVIEW in this number with "ADVENTIST PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINE" and RUSSELL'S "REMNANT MINISTRIES" pages 8 to 11. He is a DEEP and DEDICATED THINKER. He minces no words about "THE ROAD BACK TO ROME!" or "GROSS APOSTASY!" or "CELEBRATION SERVICES!" or "THE SHAKING OF ADVENTISM!" – p.10 his stand on MATTHEW 18: Those who go PUBLIC – can be replied to in PUBLIC – it would ACTUALLY be a SIN – NOT to go PUBLIC and let them "GET AWAY WITH IT!" How refreshing–!!! 1 TIM. 5:20.
T2:14–5.
When the tubes are ruled by the boobs

Russell Standish does not agree with the Adventists that: "Support your pastor and you directly support God!" (British Union Ministerial Association Document).

He plainly teaches:

"Cease ye from man!" (Isa. 2:22.) "Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm!" (Jer. 17:5). . . . The most tragic matter in our church at present is the fact that the majority of our people are looking to men and are being encouraged to do so! "The Anchor" p. 10.

Although I do not agree:

Russell claims the "self-supporting speakers invariably warn against looking to themselves!" I see no evidence of that whatever!!! No doubt if Russell did look for a following - he would have four times as many as he has! But he points away from himself to the Bible and the:
HOLY WRITINGS.
AS UNDERSTOOD BY YOURSELF-!!!

NO ONE WILL BE SAVED EXCEPT HE STUDY FOR HIMSELF!" DA 140-1.

THE CLASS THAT HAVE NO CONVICTIONS OF THEIR OWN BUT GO BY THE "LEADERSHIP!"...will never be anything better than "DRIFTWOOD!" unless there is a DECIDED CHANGE...this CLASS will be pronounced "WANTING!" (While those who push forward the great work of "REFORM!")...when DUTY CALLS, he will be found, if need be. IN THE THICKEST OF THE FIGHT!

WE HAVE NOW FOUND WHERE WILSON PICKED UP HIS "RELIGION!" - I suppose it was when they SENT IN BUSES THE WHOLE ANDREWS MINISTERIAL CLASS TO "ROBERT SCHULLER'S CRYSTAL CATHEDRAL!" that "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS!" for JAN. 24, 1994 p.6 EXPOSES as a "UNIVERSALIST!" When I went across AMERICA in 1968 - FEW "ADVENTISTS!" knew what "UNIVERSALISM" meant when it is PREDICTED to be "THE DEVIL'S TRAIN!" in EW 88,263 - OPPOSED by "A LITTLE COMPANY!" on a little NARROW PATHWAY "BOUND TOGETHER BY THE TRUTH!" EW 88-9,262-266.

AND THE TRUTH IS:

that it is NOT "ROMANISM!" this is ONE of our REFERENCES that it is "APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM" of "THE UNITED STATES!" (GC 588. 1884 GC 405-7) and this REFERENCE from EW proves "ADVENTISM!" will be "THE HEAD AND NOT THE TAIL!" of this CATERWAULING of FROOM and SCHULLER and NORMAN VINCENT PEALE (WHO DIED A FEW WEEKS AGO) and his "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" THAT FROOM FILLED TO THE FULL IN THE ADVENTIST MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION - 40 YEARS OF FROOM - (1933 TO 1973) THE BIG APE WITH THE RED BOTTOM -

WILSON SAW WHAT WOULD BE POPULAR -

and since NOTHING is as "IMPORTANT!" as "CHURCH GROWTH!" (and to "HELL!" with "TRUTH!") the two in NO WAY go TOGETHER! FORGET IT-!!! HERMAN OTTEN - EDITOR OF "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS!" brought out what NO ADVENTIST and
NO REFORMER will call what ELLEN WHITE (if you want to believe her!) also calls what OTTEN CALLS "A THEORY OF SALVATION THAT IS NOTHING BUT DRESSED UP SPIRITUALISM - (has many branches including OCCULTISM) - (also 33" MASONRY of PEALE and many ADVENTIST LEADERS and FROOM had all the SIGNS-OF-ONE!) - SELF-ESTEEM - SELF-RESPECT - RIGHT TO DIVINE DIGNITY - HUMANISM - NON-JUDGMENTAL LOVE - UNCONDITIONALLY ACCEPTED - "SCHULLER SETS MEN RATHER THAN GOD IN THE FOREFRONT!" - "I HAVE A LARGE FOLLOWING OF JEWISH PEOPLE, THAT'S WHAT SETS ME APART FROM FUNDAMENTLISTS!" "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS" JAN. 24, 1994. p.6.

JANUARY 3, 1994

IT SEEMS THE TIME IS NOW WHEN ERROR IS COMING IN THICK AND FAST AND THE LORD PROMISED TO SEE THE TRUTH REACHES THOSE WHO SEEK IT. NO PROMISE TO THE OTHER KIND EVEN IF ADVENTISTS AND "SHEPHERD'S ROD" EXPECT THE FINAL LIGHT TO REACH "EVERY PERSON ON EARTH!" (FROM "ADVENTISTS!" WHAT A DREAM!)

TIME TO WAKE UP AND SEE COL 406 -

"A MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" COMES OUT OF NOWHERE - AND CUTS ACROSS ALL CHURCH LINES: "THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD and the commandments of men." T5:81. Does the ADVENTIST have to go back to school to learn the next few words - if "IN THIS TIME!" the "GOLD IS SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!"

DOES THE "PROCESSION!" THE CRY AT "MIDNIGHT!" tell them to STAY-?? HARDLY-!!! YOU CANNOT BE CHANNELS "THROUGH WHOM THE PURE TRUTH SHALL PASS!" - not if you get hung up on "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" "ROMANISM!" Get in that RUT and cannot get OUT!

NOT IF PROTESTANTISM - EVANGELICALISM WILL DO EVERYTHING THE ROMANISTS DID-!!!
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